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The production of feeder cattle is an important and growing segment 
of Iowa agriculture . Iowa ranks seventh among the states in beef cow 
numbers with 1. 8 million head or 4.4 percent of the national herd on 
January 1, 1973. In 15 years, from 1958 to 1973, beef cow numbers in 
Iowa have doubled (10). Per capita consumption of beef and veal in the 
United States has increased from 91 . 4 pounds in 1955 to 118.4 pounds in 
1972, and is expected to rise to 130 pounds by 1980. A United States 
Department of Agriculture study (36) projects that this level of demand 
will require an increase in the size of the national beef cow herd from 
the present 41 . 1 million head to 46.3 million head by 1980. 
The rate of increase in cow numbers is expected to be greatest in 
the more humid regions of the country such as the eastern part of the 
Northern plains, the Southeast, and the southern and western Corn Belt. 
The traditional feeder calf producing regions of the West and Southwest 
will be limited in their future expansion by their ability to produce more 
feed . Iowa, as well as the other states in the more humid areas mentioned 
above, has undeveloped forage production potential which could be util-
ized by beef cows. Wedin (42) estimates that beef cow numbers in Iowa 
could be almost doubled with more complete utilization of feed from 
existing improved and unimproved pasture and hay land . Forage production 
technology is available which would allow expansion of beef cow numbers 
to three or four times their present level on the same acreage. 
2 
Worden (44) found that feed costs accounted for 61 .2 percent of 
total costs in a study of 19 beef cow enterprises in southern Iowa . 
Costs of gr owing , harvesting, storing, and feeding, o r pastur ing 
forages made up 91.2 percent of feed costs or 55 . 8 percent of total 
costs . The cost of forage production is an important facto r in deter -
mining the competitive position of feeder calf production on Iowa farms, 
and in determining the degree t o which the potential for expansion of 
cow nl.Dllbers in the s tate is realized. 
A trend towards larger beef cow herds i s indicated by comparison 
of herd size distribution in 1966 and 1970, as shown in Table 1. How-
ever, the industry· i n Iowa is dominated by relatively small producers, 
and this situation is expected to continue. For this reason it is 
important to s tudy the . feeder cal f producing ent e rprise a s part of a 
who l e farm operation, and not as an isolated activity . 
The objectives of this s tudy were based on the relative importance 
of forage production and feeding costs in feeder calf production. These 
objectives were: 
1. To collec t and present costs and r esource requi rements 
fo r alternative forage growing , harvesting, and feeding 
sys tems . 
2 . To determine the combinat ion of feeder cal f and forage 
production which is part of the optimt.nn farm plan under 












































































































































































































































































PROCEDURE FOR ANALYSIS 
The r oles of feeder calf and forage production in the optimt.nn 
organiza tion of Iowa farms were explored in this study . Linear program -
ming models were applied to two hypothetical farms . One had a large 
acreage restricted t o forage production by soil conservation guidelines, 
and the second had a high pr oport ion of l and capab le of continuous row 
crop pr oduc tion. Linear programming allowed examination of the feeder 
cal f producing en t e rprise within the f ramework of a complete set of 
compe titive and complementary crop and livestock enterprises . This is 
particularly relevant because feeder ca lf production in Iowa is most 
cotmnonly a part of a general farming operation . The mathematics of 
linear programming and its economic interpre tations are discussed by 
Heady and Candler (16). Its application t o farm planni ng and mechanic s 
of model building are presented by Beneke and Winterboer (5) . These 
t opics will not be discussed here . 
Maj or emphasis in this s tudy was placed on t he feeding program for 
the beef cow herd. The requirements of the cow herd for energy, in 
pounds of total digestible nutr ient s (TON), and crude prot ein were defined 
on a monthly bas is . These requirements could be satisfied by a combina-
tion of grazing and harvested f orage feeding activities wh ich, i n turn, 
s uppl ied TON and c rude protein on a month by month basis . 
An important aspect of building a forage syst em for the beef cow 
herd is the selection of a combi nat ion of fora ge harvest i ng equipmen t . 
Because linear prograrrnning cannot tie a var i able level of machine use t o 
a sing l e valued fixed cost for t he machine within t he model framework, i t 
5 
is not practical t o select the optimum forage harvesting equipment c om-
bination with a single solu t ion . Instead, separate solutions were run 
with d ifferent combinations of owned and custom operated forage harvest-
i ng equipment assumed, and the fixed costs were s ubtracted from the 
resulting program values. 
Complete sets of solutions were run both with and without cattle 
feeding a ctivities to explore the r e lationsh ip of the beef cow herd to 
the cattle feeding enterpr ise . These two enterprises compe t e for some 
resources such a s l ab or and some t ypes of feed . However, the possibility 
of a supplementary r e lationship exists in the spreading of forage har-
vesting equipme nt fixed costs, the ability of the cow herd to utilize 
c rop r esidues remaining after harvest of feed for the feedlot cattle, 
and the e limination of the cost o f inter-farm transfe r of feeder calves. 
The collection of input- output and cost coefficients required a 
major share of the time expended in this study. This information was 
gathered from many sources which will be cited as they are encountered 
in the description of the model farms. As much of this information a s 
was considered practical t o include is presented to aid the reader in 
interpret ing the results. 
6 
THE MODEL FARMS 
The two model farms used in this study represent two distinctly 
different resource combinations. The first is the type of f arm normally 
associated with feeder calf production because a high proportion of the 
land must be i n forage production. The second represents a grain pro-
ducing farm with a high percentage of land capable of continuous row 
crop production. Throughout the rest of this discussion they are referred 
to as the forage farm and the grain farm for the purpose of identifica-
tion . 
The mode l f arms were assumed to be io the same area and were 
differentiated by varying proportions of the s ame soils . This simplified 
model building and aided in comparison of the results by eliminating the 
variables associated with climate and soils . 
Resources 
Land 
The model farms were assumed to be located in the Otley-Mahaska-
Taintor and Clinton-Keswick-Lindley soil association areas of s outh-
eastern Iowa . Four land classes were defined based on the characteris-
tics of common soils of this area. The land classes and examp le soils 
from each class are shown in Table 2. 
The following land use restrictions were based on guidelines 
developed by the Soil Conservation Service (35) and Oschwald et al . (28): 
7 
Class I. Continuous row cropping was allowed. Only one -hal f of 
this acreage could be planted to s oybeans. Fall pl ow-
ing of row crop residues was allowed. 
Class II. One -half could be in row crops of which one-half could 
be in soybeans. This land had to be rotated s o that 
row crops were not grown more than three consecutive 
years on the same field . Fall plowing of row c rop 
residues was not allowed. 
Class III . Row crops could be grown a maximum of one year in six . 
Soybeans and corn silage were not produced . Fall plow-
ing of row crop residue was not allowed. 
Class IV. Only unimproved permanent pasture was allowed. 
Row cr ops included corn, soybeans, f orage sorghum, and s or ghum-sudangrass . 
The model f arms were assumed to be of equal total land va l ue rather 
than equal acr eage to allow comparison of results. Each land c lass was 
ass igned the average of the corn suitability ratings (CSR) of the example 
soils in the class as noted in Table 2. The corn suitabi l ity rating 
system, which provides an i ndex for ranking soils by their potent i a l f or 
row crop production, is discussed by Fenton et al. (9). Ke okuk County , 
which is centrally located in these soil assoc iation areas , was used as 
a point of reference because its recent Soil Survey (35) was used a s a 
soµr ce of soil information. The average f a rm land value f or Ke okuk 
County in November, 1972, was reported to be $363.00 per acre by Murray, 
Walker and Pritchard (26). The value for each land class shown in Table 
2 was estimated by weighting this average land value by the average CSR 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The grain farm was a 400 acre farm with 80%, 10%, 8%, and 2%, of 
its acreage in Classes I, II, III, and IV, respectively. The forage farm 
was determined to be 655 acres with 15%, 25%, 48%, and 12%, of its land 
in Classes I through IV, respectively. Ten acres of each farm were 
assumed to be in buildings, lots, and roads. Table 3 presents the land 
values of the model farms and the breakdown of the annual fixed land 
charge which was used in the analysis of the program values. 
Labor availability on the model farms is summarized in Table 4. Two 
alternative labor situations were programmed. In the first set of solu-
tions, labor was furnished by the operator with hourly part-time lab or 
available during the cropping season. Additional solutions were run at 
the higher cattle price levels with a full-time employee' added to the 
fixed labor supply. The cost of hourly part-time lab or was $2.50 per 
hour. The full-time employee's salary, when included, was $6 ,000 and was 
subtracted from the value of the program as a fixed cost. The opportunity 
cost of operator labor also was assumed to be $6 ,000 per year. 
The operator was assumed to be willing to work twelve bours per 
day on days suitable for fieldwork and eight hours per day on days 
unsuitable for fieldwork during the crop season and through the winter 
(December through February). The workday was i ncreased t o ten hours for 
I 
days unsuitable for fieldwork in ~pril and September to allow for the 
higher labor requirements of spring and fall calving and farrowing. A 
nine hour workday was assumed f or March to allow for extra labor for 
spring farrowing. It was assumed that most farm operatots would be 
10 
TABLE 3. Land value of model farms and associated land charge 
A. Weighted per acre land values 
Assumed Grain Farm Forage Farm 
Land Value per Contribution Contribution 
Class Acre % of Farm to Land Value '70 of Farm to Land Value 
I $661 80 $528 .80 15 $ 99.15 
II 472 10 47.20 25 118. 00 
III 290 8 23.20 48 13 9. 20 
IV 94 2 1.88 12 11.28 
Per Acre Farm Value $601.08 $3 67.63 
B. Whole f arm value 
1. Grain farm 400 acres x $601 .08 per acre = $240,432 
$240,798 
$240,615 
2. Forage farm 655 acres x $367.63 per acre = 
3. Average farm value 
C. Land charge 
1. Real estate tax 
Farm value 
2 . 
x Assessment: sales 
Assessed value 
a x Net millage 
Real estate tax 
Return on investment 
Farm value 
. a ratio 
x Assumed fair rate of return on land 
Return on investment 
3. Total land charge 
4. Land charge per acre 
Grain farm $ 17,619 400 = 
Forage farm $ 17,619 ~ 655 = 
$240,615.00 
.225 
54' 138. 00 
80.9 
$240,615 . 00 
5.5% 






aAssessment: sales ratio for improved rural real estate and net mill-
age rate for Keokuk County, Iowa, James (22). 
b 
Total land charge equals 7.3% of land value. A 1971 survey of c ash 
rental rates in Iowa reported average gross rents of 6.4% of land value 
for farms valued from $600 to $699 per acre and 8.0% of land value for 














































































































































































































































































































































































































willing to work extra hours during these periods to t ake care of their 
livestock . A six day work week was assumed. 
The full-time employee, when included, was assumed t o work ten hours 
per day in April, May, September, October, and November, and eight hours 
per day the remainder of the year. Part -t ime hourly labor was assumed t o 
be utilized mai nly for fieldwork and was basically limited to five hours 
per day suitable for fieldwork. However , an additional ten hours per 
week was allowed during April to assist with calving , and an additiona l 
100 hours per month was allowed in June, July, and August for hay 
harvest . 
Overhead ! abor requirement s for the model farms were adapted from 
James and Trede (23 ) and subtracted from t he labor available. 
Machinery and equipment 
Machinery and equipment costs are presented in Appendix A. Both 
model f arms were assumed t o have the same basic set of machinery includ-
i ng: two tract ors, tillage equipment, four-row planting and cul t iva ting 
equipment adequate to handle the cropping activities up t o harvest, and 
CO!llllloo materials handling equipment. Fixed costs for this bas ic set of 
machinery are presented i n Table A.l for the forage f arm and Table A. 2 
for the grain farm. The estimated lives of the row crop equipment a re 
shorter on the grain farm because a larger acreage is su i table f or row 
c r op production . Therefore depreciation and total annual f ixed costs are 
higher. Operating costs for the basic machinery are presented in Ta bles 
A.3 and A.4 . Per unit operating costs are assumed to be the same for 
both f arms. 
13 
Solutions involving several different forage harvesting equipment 
combinations were run for each farm situation; this aspect of the study 
will be more fully discussed in another section. Forage equipment costs 
are presented in Tables A.5, A.6, and A.7. Grain harvesting, corn dry-
ing, and fert ilizer application were assumed to be custom hired at the 
rates presented in Table A.8. 
Machinery operating costs were included in the computation of the 
net prices (gross income less variable costs) of the crop and livestock 
production activities. Fixed ownership costs were subtracted from the 
value of the pr ogram . 
Crop storage and livestock facilities 
The initial inves t ment and annual costs per unit for facilities and 
related equipment for livestock production and for grain and baled hay 
storage facilities are presented in Table 5. The average annual cost 
per unit for livestock and crop storage activities was assumed t o be the 
same, regardless of the level of the activity. The only exception to 
this was silage storage which will be discussed in more detail later . 
The initial investment in facilities for the livestock production activi-
ties included housing, feeding equipment, and handling facilities . In 
the case of the spring calving beef cow, no investment for shelter was 
assumed and the facility costs are for the corral and handling equipment 
plus some simple feeding equipment such as bunks f or sila ge . Initial 
investment and fixed cos t s are increased for the fall calving beef cow 
activity to allow for shelter for the calves and for creep feeders . Low 
cost confinement f acilities were assumed for the swine production 
14 
TABLE 5 . Initial i nvestment and annual cos ts of facilities for crop 
storage and livestock pr oduction activitiesa 
Livestock activity 
or c r op stored 
Beef cow-spring calving 
. b Beef cow- fal l calving 
Hogs 
Cattle feeding 




Cow -calf unit 




Initia l Annua l 
inves tment costs 
$ 20. 00 $ 3 . 60 
44 . 50 6 . 89 
405 . 00 62 . 15 
69 .31 9 . 57 
. 45 .059 
15 . 00 1. 95 
aSources: James (22), Farm Planning and Financia l Management (8) , 
Howell and Stoneberg (18). 
bin addition t o equipment required for the cow- calf unit under t he 
s pring calving system, the f al l calving ac tivity assumes investment in 
a creep feeder and shelter for the calves . 
ac t ivities . Cattle feeding f acil ities inc luded an open l ot with fenceline 
bunks and an open front pol e shed for shelter. Feed storage facil ity 
costs are general ly tied t o the cr op pr oduction activities in the model. 
Initial investment and annual cost s per unit for grain and baled hay 
storage are included in Table 5 . Annual cos ts were ca lculated a s a pe r-
centage of initial inves t men t acc ord i ng to the schedule shown in Tab le 6 . 
Because economies of scale are an important fact or in the initia l 
investment and annua l c osts of silos, and because costs for a range of 
silo s izes wer e available, a method to deal with the decreasing average 
15 
<'U!l L 111" s I I 111', L' !-!l n1·11gc was adapted from Stoec ker (J 1) . The initial 
invcslmcnts for Lhc variou s silo sizes presented in Silage Production and 
Use (29) were regressed on their ca pacities t o obtain linear equations 
of the form Y = a + bX, where Y equals i nitial i nves tme nt and X equals 
silo capacity in t ons , for both concr e te stave and b unker s i los for the 
var ious types of silage considered i n the model . The coeff icients from 
TABLE 6 . Annual costs associated with c r op storage and livestock pro-
duction f acilities as a percentage of initial investmenta 
Pacilities 
Buildings, fences , 
grain bins, concrete 
stave silos 
Bunker silos 
Equi pment: feeders, 
waterers, silo 
unloaders 
Annua l Costs 
Depreci- I nte r est on Repair & Taxes & 
ation i nvestment maintainence Insurance Total 
Percent of Initial Investment 
6.7 4 . 0 1. 3 1.0 13.0 
10 . 0 4.0 1. 5 . 5 16 . 0 
10.0 4.0 3 . 0 1. 0 18 .0 
aSources: James (22) and Silage Production and Use (29) . 
these linear r egress ion equations are presented in Table 7. The annual 
cost percentages sh own in Table 6 were applied t o these figures t o obtain 
Lhe annual cost coefficient s which are also present ed in Table 7 . The 
annual cost per t on was included in the net price of the silage production 
mode l , while the constant portion of silo annual cos t was subtracted from 
the value of the program in the same manner as machinery and equipment 
16 
fixed costs . lt was assumed that separate concrete s tave silos, would 
be built for haylage and corn silage . Therefore, if both haylage and 
corn silage stored in a concrete stave silo entered a sol ution, the con-
stant cos t portion of the annual costs for two concrete stave silos was 
subtracted from the value of the program. Where a bunker s ilo was 
utilized, it was assumed that any combination of corn silage, forage 
sorghum silage, and cornstalk silage could be stored in the same silo . 
TABLE 7 . Silo initial i nvestment and annual costs 8 
Type of s ilo 
and crop 





Corn or forage 
sorghum silage 
Cornstalk silage 





$3658 . 72 
3664. 93 
1207 . 18 





16 . 128 
4 . 399 
12 . 565 
a 
Source: Sil age Production and Use (29). 
Annual Cost 
Constant Cost 
portion per ton 
$558 . 25 
558.25 








No restriction was placed on the amount of capital used on the model 
f arms and no breakdown be tween equity and borrowed capita l was assumed . 
In the determination of return to operator labor and mana gement, a 5 . 5 
percent charge was made against the value of the land. An eight percent 
return was charged against all other c ap i tal used in t he model including 
the average v a lue of machinery , equipment, and facilities, the average 
inventory value of breeding livestock, the va lue of the calves a t the 
beginning of the feeding period, and short term operating capital . Short 
t erm operating capital includes purchased feed, seed, fertilizer, 
machinery operating costs, veterinary and other livestock expenses, and 
wages for hired labor. Interest was not charged agai nst the investment 
r epresented i n home-raised feed and young livest ock . Short term opera-
ting capital was assumed t o turn over i n about one -half a year ; therefore, 
only one-half of the annua l interest rate or four percent was charged 
aga i nst i t . Interest charges were included in the model activities 
whenever possible . Interest related to the i nvestment in land and 
machinery and equipment, which was a ssumed f or each solution, had t o be 
subtracted from the value of the program after optimization, as were 
taxes , depreciation, and other fixed costs associated with chose assets . 
18 
Cropping Activities 
Crop ac t ivity cos t s , res ource requirements , and yields are present ed 
in Append ix B. A number of crop a l t e rna tives were inc luded in the model 
for each land c lass except Class IV which was r estr i cted to unimpr oved 
pe nnanent pas ture . The opt imum cr opp ing program was selec ted within t he 
bounds of the prev iously stated l and use restric t ions . Crop activities 
were n ot se t up a s r otations although the final solutions c ould be 
i nterpreted as r otations . 
Corn grain and s oybeans wer e the on ly crops which c ould be grown 
for d irec t s a le. Al l other c r op activitie s pr oduced f or a ges wh ich coul d 
only be ut i lized by the beef c ow herd or the ca ttle f ee ding enterprise . 
Conve r se ly, corn gr a i n was the only feed which could be purchas ed , ex cept 
[or s upplements, s a lt, and minerals ; all for ages r equired by the ca ttle 
ente r prise s had t o be produced on t he f a rm . 
Plowing was separated f r om the cr op produc t i on a c tiv ities a nd f a ll 
plowi ng wa s allowed on Clas s I land. Timing of p l owi ng was as s umed not 
t o affe c t crop yields; its maj or i mportance was its i n fluence on l ab or 
dis tribut ion . The ques t ion of f a ll versus spring plowing wa s considered 
important in t h i s study becaus e fa ll plowing eliminates corn gr a i n har -
ve s t r esidues as a possible winte r feed source for the beef cow herd 
unless they are harvested . Soybean residue was assumed to be disked 
rather tha n p l owed . 
The alt erna t ive forage g r ow ing a ctivi t ies wil l be dis c uss ed in a 
late r s ec tion . 
19 
Livestock Activities 
Feeder ca l f production 
Two feeder calf producing activities, spring calving and fall calv-
ing, were included in the model. Costs and resource requirements of these 
activities are presented in Tables D. 1 through D.4 . 
In the spr i ng calving act ivity the average birthdate of the ca l ves 
was assumed to be April 15. A 90 percent calf crop was assumed. Calves 
were weaned at an average age of 195 days with steers weighing 450 pounds 
and heifers weighing 420 pounds (470 pounds and 440 pounds, respectively, 
on a 205 day basis). Creep feeding activities were included which could 
s upplement the forage supply in late sununer and fa ll (July through 
October) if i t were profitable. From each cow-cal f unit an average of 
. 45 steer calf and .28 heife r calf were sold or placed in the feedl ot, 
. 15 cow was culled and sold, and .17 heifer was re tained i n the herd as 
a replacement . 
The average birthdate of fall calves was assumed to be September 15 . 
Fal l ca l ves were weaned on April l at an average of 195 days. Calf c r op 
percentage and weaning weights were assumed to be the same as in the 
spring ca lving activity . Creep feeding (10 .1 bushels of corn gra in per 
cow calf unit ) and shel t er were assumed for the fal l calves. 
Catt le feeding 
Cos ts and resource requirements of the cattle feeding activities in-
cluded in the model are presented in Tables D.5 through D.8 . Cattle feed -
ing activit ies were arranged t o accorranodate the calves pr oduced by the 
beef cow herd, and to utilize feeds which could be produced with the 
20 
same forage harvesting equipment required by the feeding program for 
the beef cow herd. Similar calves could be purchased and fed with the 
home-raised calves . Cattle were fed in an open lot with fenceline bunks 
and an open front shed for shelter . A maximum of 500 head could be fed 
in any solution. 
Four alternative feeding activities, representing four different 
feeding programs, were included for both spring and fall steer and 
heifer calves, for a total of 16 possible activities . The number of 
ac tivities which were competitive i n any solution was limited by the 
forage harvesting equipment combination which was assumed . The a l terna-
tive feeding programs for both steers and heifers are presented i n 
Table D. 5 . They were assumed to allow equal rates of gain . Steers were 
assumed to gain an average of 2.4 pounds per day and to rea ch 1050 pounds 
after 250 days on feed . Heifers were assumed to gain an average of 2 . 1 
pounds per day and to be marketed at 880 pounds after 219 days on feed . 
The e limination of the cost of interfarm transfer of feeder calves 
represents a source of savings for the f armer who feeds out his own 
calves . A t otal of seven percent shrink was assumed for calves which 
were sold, with two percent accruing to the calf producer and five percent 
t o the feeder . Therefore, the calf producer faces the alternatives of 
placing a home-raised 450 pound steer calf in his own feedlot, or being 
paid for 441 pounds of calf if he sells . He would have to pay for 474 
pounds of calf to p l ace a similar 450 pound purchased calf in his lot . 
In addition, total marketing and transportation costs of one dollar per 
hundredweight were assumed for feeder calves. The difference between 
21 
the opportunity cost of home-raised calves and the cost of purchased 
calves averaged $17 . 28 for steers and $14.92 for heifers in this model. 
No differences in veterinary or feedlot mortality rates (1 . 5%) were 
a ssumed although these could potentially add to the advantage of home-
raised calves . 
Swine 
Two swine production activities were included in the model: a 
winter - summer activity with farrowi ngs in December and June and a spring-
fall activity with farrowings in March and September. These activities 
are described in Tables D. 9 through D. 12. Hogs were produced in partial 
confinement facilities . A limit of ten sows per activity for a total of 
40 lit t ers was established to prevent swine from dominating the solutions. 
Prices 
Solutions were run for three cattle price levels which were felt t o 
be representative of the normal range of cattle prices . Prices for 
various classes of cattle were based on the prices selected for 1050 
pound choice steers: $26, $32, and $38 per hundredweight . The relation-
ships of the prices of heifers, s teer and he ifer calves, and cull cows, 
to the fed steer prices were based on the average relationships of these 
prices for the months relevant to the model for the years 1957-58 to 
1971-72 , as shown in Table 8 . 
With constant feeding cos ts, the break even margin between feeder 
cattle and fed cattle prices increases as the general cattle price level 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































some of this increase and to correct for unduly enhanced profitability 
for the cattle feeding activities at the higher price levels. Ana lysis 
of the price margins shown in Table 8 did not indicate a strong pattern 
supporting this adjustment, although it should be noted that there are 
few observations at the higher price levels. 
The cattle prices used in this study are summarized in Table 9 . The 
same prices were used for the activities involving both spring and f a ll 
dropped calves . 
TABLE 9 . Cattle prices assumed in this study 
a Sla ughter steers 










Cattle Price Level 
Medium 
dollars per 100 pounds 
32.00 
38.00 
31 . 25 
35 . 00 
19 . 20 
High 
38.00 
47 . 50 
37 . 25 
44 . 50 
22 . 80 
<i.rhis is the price before marketing costs which are assumed to be 
$ . 70 per hundredweight. 
bThis is the price realized by the calf producer . Add $1 . 00/cwt . in 
marketing costs to compute the cost of the calves to the feeder . 
Listed below are the other assumed pr ices which ar e of major impor -
tance in this study: 
Sale prices: 
corn grain $1 . 15 per bushel 
soybeans $2 . 75 per bushel 
market hogs 
sows 
Purchase prices : 
corn grain 
36 percent beef 
supplement 
24 
50 percent urea based 
beef supplement 




$22 . 43 per hundredweight 
$17.98 per hundredweight 
$ 1. 22 per bushel 
118 . 00 per ton 
90 . 00 per ton 
128 . 00 per ton 
4.9c per pound 
N( ammonium nitrate or 
urea) 8.8c per pound 
P205 8.3c per pound 
K
2
0 4 . 6c per pound 
limes t one $ 5 . 00 per t on 
Feeding Program for the Beef Cow Herd 
As prev iously stated the development of the feeding program for the 
beef cow herd was consider ed a maj or part of this study . The approach 
t aken was t o define the cow 's energy (TDN) and crude pr otein requ i rements 
on a monthly basis . These requirements were met with a combinat ion of 
grazing activit ies, wh i ch supplied TDN and crude protein according to t he 
growth patterns of the spec ies involved, and harvested forage feeding 
activities . The basic method was adopted f r om Taylor (33), who utilized 
the monthly TDN system to develop the optimum pasture program, and 
25 
expanded with the addition of monthly c r ude protein requirements and a 
more de tailed treatment of harve sted f orage feeding . 
The month ly nutritional requirements of the cow and calf were based 
on e stimates developed by Maddox (25 ) , adjusted f or Iowa conditions . The 
requirements of the replacement heifer and herd bull were t aken from Gay 
and Zmol e k ( 11). The TDN and crude protein requirements of the cow -ca lf 
uni t for the spr i ng and fall calving activities are presented in Table 
D.l . As noted, c orn grain is fed in addition to the monthly requirements 
presented in the table to provide for the special energy needs of the 
replacement heifers and herd bul l s . 
The monthly TDN and crude protein production of the pasture activi-
tie s included in the model are presented in Table B.5 . These coefficients 
were derived from a summary of the seasonal production patterns of mos t of 
the major forage species grown in Iowa, Wedin (41) . As indicated in Table 
B. S, the range of pasture alternatives was increased by allowing different 
management systems for the same species. For example, bromegrass could be 
fertilized with either 120 or 240 pounds of nitrogen, and could be harves-
ted either one or two times, grazed continuously throughout the season , 
or three-season grazed (grazed in the early spring through early summer, 
then stock-piled for fall grazing) . 
Harvested forage feeding in each solution was limited by the forage 
harvesting equipment combination. Table 10 summarizes the alterna tive 
equipment combinations . Forage harvesting and handling equipment cos t s 
are presented i n Tables A. S through A.7. Harvested forage systems ar e 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































harvesting and feeding forages are presented in Tables C.2 and C.3 . 
Table C. 4 summarizes forage dry matter losses through harvest, storage, 
and feeding . Yields are presented in Table B.6. 
Harvested forages, with the exception of stacked cornstalks, could 
be fed in any month of the year. Sta cked cornstalks were left at the 
ends of the fields in which they were harvested and had to be consumed by 
April to allow for plowing of the headlands . 
As previously stated, fall calves were assumed to be creep fed from 
December through March, consuming a total of 10 . 1 bushels of corn grain 
per cow-calf unit. The TDN and c rude protein supplied by the creed feed 
were s ubtracted from the t otal requirements of the cow- calf unit . The 
amount of TON furnished by the creep feed was approximately two-thirds of 
the calf's requirements beyond that which would be supplied through the 
cows 's milk. 
Creep feeding was available, through separate creep feeding act ivi-
ties, to s pring calves from July through October . The calf could receive 
up to one-half of the TDN it would consume by itself (other than through 
the cow ' s milk) from creep feeding . The maximum level of creep feeding 
for spring calves was 7.3 bushels of corn grain per cow-calf unit over the 
four -month period . The purpose of creep feeding for the spring calving 
activity was to supplement t he forage supply. No increase in weaning 
weights due t o creep feeding was assumed. In a summary of creep feeding 
research from several states , Hawkins, Greath ouse, and Henderson (15) 
report average amounts of creep feed consumed equivalent to 7.2 bushels 
of corn grain for spring calves and 13.5 bushels for fall calves. 
28 
These average amounts are comparable to the restrictions placed on creep 
feeding in this study. 
A 30 percent crude protein supplement could be fed t o the beef cow 
herd in any month . The cos t of this supplement was assumed t o be 5. 4 
cents per pound or 18 . 0 cents per pound of crude protein. 
29 
ORGANIZATION OF ANALYSIS 
Table 11 outlines the solutions run for both mode l farms . All of 
the variab les considered in the various solut ions have been previously 
discussed . Individual solutions were differentiated by: 
1 . the farm: forage farm or gra i n farm, 
2 . the cattle price level, 
3 . whether a full -t ime employee was included, 
4 . whether catt le feeding was allowed, 
5 . the forage harvesting equipment combination . 
A comple t e range of solutions was r un with a full -time employee at the 
high cattle price level for bo th f arms. The additional labor was added 
at the medium price level only for those f orage harvesting equipment 
combinat ions where i ts inclusion at the high price level had increased 
net r eturns t o the operator. No solutions involving a full -t ime employee 
were run at the low cattle pr ice level on either farm or at the medium 
price l evel without cattle feed i ng on the grain f arm. It was evident 
Lhat the availabil i ty of additiona l labor would not increase the program 
values enough to justify the additional cost for these solutions. 
The alternat ive solutions involving the different f orage harvesting 
equipment combinat ions f or each farm, cattle price level, labor , and 
catt le feeding s ituat ion comprise a set of solutions. For examp le, the 
seven solutions for the f orage farm at the high cattle price level, 
with no cattle feeding, and without a full-time employee , f orm one se t 
of solutions. The seven solutions for the forage farm at the high cattle 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































up another set. The total of 118 solutions are divided into 19 sets of 
solut ions . 
Two alternative breakdowns were made of the program values of the 
linear programming s olutions. The f i rst was an estimate of the farm 
operator's labor and management return which was defined as: 
the value of the program 
minus: 
a . the t otal land charge (Table 3), 
b . mach i nery and equipment fixed costs for both basic and 
f orage harvesting e qu i pment (Appendix A), 
c . the c onstant portion of silo annual c osts (Table 7), 
d . the salary of the full-time employee . 
The s econd breakdown was an estimate of the rate of return to capital 
other than land . The return to non-land capital was defined as: 
the value of the program 
plus: 
a. the t otal of all interest charges inc luded in the framework 
of the activities in the optimum solution 
minus: 
a. machinery and equipment fixed cos t s , other than interest on 
investment, for both basic and f orage harvesting equipment 
(Appendix A), 
b. the constant portion of silo annual costs, other than in-
terest on investment (Tables 6 and 7 ) , 
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c. a standard charge of $6000.00 against operator labor and 
management, 
d . the salary of the f ull-time employee, 
e . the total land charge (Table 3). 
This was divided by the total of all fixed capital and operating capital , 
except the value of the land, utilized in the solution to estimate the 
rate of return. Total non-land capital includes: 
a. short-term operating capital, one-half of the total amount 
required assuming it will turn over twice per year, 
b. the value of feeder cattle at the beginning of the feeding 
period, 
c . breeding livestock, 
d . the average va lue of basic and forage harvesting equipment, 
e. the ave rage value of crop storage and livestock facilities . 
The return to operator labor and management and rate of return 
t o non-land capital were used as measures of the returns generated in the 
linear programming solutions, instead of an estimate of net farm income, 
because they required no assumptions concerning the equity capital 
position of the farm operator. 
34 
COMPARISON OF ALL SOLUTIONS 
All of the linear progrannning solutions for the forage farm are 
sunnnarized in Table 12 . The solutions for the grain farm are sununarized 
in Table 13. The determination of return to operat or labor and management 
and rate of return to non-land capital were discussed in the previous 
section . It should be noted again that the cattle feeding activities 
were restricted to a total of 500 head and the swine activities were 
restricted to 40 litters . Class IV land was restricted to unimproved 
permanent pasture. Therefore, the minimum level of unimproved permanent 
pasture is 77 acres on the forage farm and 8 acres on the gra in farm. 
As previously indicated, the solutions are divided into sets in 
which each solution represent s an alternative forage harvesting equipment 
combination . The solution in each set which maximizes the return to 
operator labor and management is considered the best, or key , solution. 
(In general, the ranking of solutions in a set lry operator labor and 
management return corresponds to the ranking by rate of return to non-
land capital.) The key solution in each set is identified by a single 
asterisk(*) . A more detailed breakdown and examination of the key 
solutions, which represent the "best" forage equipment combination for 
each farm situation, will be presented in the following section, Only 
general comments on relationships between all the solutions are included 
here. 
As an indication of the competitiveness of alternative forage 
harvesting equipment combinations, each solution which has a return t o 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































set is marked with a double asterisk (**). This is done to point out 
those situations in which the f arm operator could select from a range of 
alt ernat ive combinations wi thout seriously affect ing his i ncome potential. 
The negative returns to operator labor and management on the forage 
farm at the low cattle pr ice level are probably the most striking 
features of Tab le 12. While they represent a very unfavorable situation, 
the negative labor and management returns would have to be considered 
together with the f arm operat or's equity position t o determine net farm 
income. Return to operator l abor and management, as indicated earlier, 
is de termi ned a f ter a 5.5 percent return to land value and an eight per-
cent to all o the r cap ital have been charged aga i nst the value of the pro-
gram. If the farm operator had 100 percent equity in the land, the basic 
machinery plus $5000 . 00 worth of forage equipment, and 200 head of beef 
cows , the total return t o h is investment, at the low cattle price level, 
would be $19,156 . His net farm income would range f rom $15,600 to $18,500 
after subtraction of the negat i ve labor and management returns of the 
solutions at the low cattle price level with no cattle feeding . He could, 
and probably would, continue to operate with this level of income. On 
the other hand a farm operator with a very low equ ity would not be ab le 
to survive at this price level in this farm situation. 
Returns to operat or labor and management i ncrease sharply as the 
cattle price level increases. Howeve r, at the medium price level, it i s 
only in the key s olution, with cattle feeding allowed, that the return to 
operator labor and management is very much greater than the $6000 . 00 
standard charge for operat or labor . 
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I n the sets without a full -t ime empl oyee , the numbers of both beef 
cows and feeding cattle increase as the cattle price level incr eases . 
Swine numbers are reduced in solutions at the medium price level with 
cattle feeding and at the high cattle level without cattle feeding . They 
are reduced more sharply or forced out of the solutions entirely at the 
high price level with catt le feeding. In each of these situations, 
swine numbers are highest i n the key s olution. 
Labor availability limits the catt le enterprises as indicated by 
the l arge inc reases in numbe rs of both beef cows and feeding cattle when 
a full -time employee is included . However, return to operator lab or and 
management is increased substantially with the addition of a full-time 
employee only at the h igh cattle price l evel with cattle feeding allowed . 
With the larger numbers of cattle at the higher cattle price levels, 
there are shifts in the cropping program . A major shift is from the pro-
duction of grain to annual forages: corn silage, fo rage sorghum silage, 
and sor ghum-sudangrass . There is als o a shift from unimproved permanent 
pasture at the low cattle pr ice level to i mproved permanent pasture and 
bromegras s and legume-grass mixtures at the medium and high cattle price 
l evels . 
Labor availability is mos t limiting in the month or months in which 
the shadow price for operator labor is h ighes t . Shadow prices are gener -
ated by the linear programming routine for any res ource which restricts 
the value of the program. They can be interpreted as the value of an 
addit ional unit of the restrictive resource , in this case the value of an 
additional hour of operator labor . 
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As indicated i n Table 12, lab or i s genera lly most limiting in April 
on the forage farm, mainly due t o the high labor requirement of the beef 
cow herd during the calving season . In many of the s olutions in which 
cattle feeding is allowed, however, the shadow prices on operator labor 
are highest in February. Labor availability is critical during the 
winter months in these s olutions because of the combination of high labor 
requirements for livestock chores and h igh overhead labor requirements. 
February is singled out a s the month in which labor is most restrictive 
because overhead labor requirements were as sumed to be highest in 
February (Table 4) . In r eality, there would be more flexibility in the 
supply of labor and requirements for overhead labor than is reflected in 
the s truc ture of the model. The high shadow prices on February labor 
should probably be interpreted as representing a tight labor situation 
throughout the winter (December through February ) rather than a situation 
unique t o February . 
The maj or reason that labor is not limiting in August through November 
i n most of these solutions is that corn grain, soybeans, and, in some 
c ases, silage are custom harvested . The highest shadow prices on labor in 
the solut ions at the high cattle price level, with a full-time employee, 
with no cattle feeding, wh ich involve owning a forage harvester are in 
Augus t. Th is is the month i n which most of the forage sorghum silage is 
harvested. Also , the solutions for the grain farm i nvolving the owned 
forage harveste r at the high cattle price leve l, with a full -time employee, 
with cattle feeding (Table 13) show the highest shadow prices for labor in 
September, when corn silage is harves t ed . These observations indicate 
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arc not more competitive when large amounts of silage are harves t ed is 
that the custom silage harvesting act ivity includes labor for haul i ng 
and unloading the sila ge as well as operation of the harvesting machine . 
Adjustments in the c apacity of the forage harvesting equipment and in 
labor ava ilabili t y during August and September would probably be required 
t o make ownership of a forage harvester r ealist ic in these situati ons. 
Possibly the cos t of c us t om si lage harvesting was a lso unrealistically 
low cons idering the amount of labor assumed t o be furnished by the custom 
opera t or. The custom rate for si lage harvesting, hauling, and unl oad ing 
was $15 . 00 per acre , and was based on a 1971 survey of custom ra tes paid 
by Iowa farmers (19) . It appears unrealistic that a two-man operation 
harvesting 3000 to 4000 t ons, or more, of silage, annually , would not 
involve ownership of forage harvesting equipment . 
Requirements for non-land capital for the forage farm increase fr om 
about $100,000 t o $120,000 at the low cattle price level t o $180 ,000 to 
$200,000 at the high cattle price level without a full-time employee, 
and to $340 ,000 at the high price level with a full -time employee . 
The key s olutions at all pr ice levels on the forage farm where n o 
full-time employee i s included are those involving the stack- f orming 
wagon equipment combinations. The stack-forming wagon , by i tself or com-
bined with cust om si l age harvesting, has a clear advantage over a ll a lte r-
native equipment combina t ions . When a full-time employee is included , a 
combination of baling and custom silage harvesting is involved in the key 
solutions . 
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The returns Lo operator labor and management at the low cattle price 
level are more f avorab le on the grain farm as shown in Table 13 . However, 
operat or labor and management r etur ns at the high cattle price level are 
higher on the forage f arm than on the grain farm . 
On the forage farm both beef cow and feeder cattle numbers increase 
with the cattle price level . However, on the grain farm the number of 
beef cows increases while the size of the cattle feeding enterprise de -
creases, with the increased cattle price level in the solutions wi t h no 
full -time employee . Swine numbers are reduced only at the h igh catt le 
pr ice level when cattle feeding is allowed, and the n , only by five 
litters in e ach of two s olut ions on the grain farm. 
Because a high percentage of t he grain f arm is Class I land, expan-
sion of the beef cow herd requires a shif t from grain to forage produc -
tion . As in the c ase of the forage f arm, most of the l and shifted fr om 
grai n production goes into the produc tion of annua l forages . The mini -
mum acreage of unimproved permanent pasture is not exceeded in any 
solution on the grai n farm. 
Labor requirements are less on the grain f arm than on the forage 
farm at the low and medium cattle price levels, particularly when no 
catt le feeding is allowed. Labor is generally most limiting i n May indi-
cating that c ompet i t ion between the livestock enterprises and corn a nd 
soybean planting would be more c ritical than the high labor requirements 
of the beef cow herd during the ca lving season . Lab or is generally not 
limiting during the harvest seas on because of the use of cust om harvest-
ing f or grain and silage , as previously discussed . 
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The non-land capital requirements for the grain farm are r oughly 
$50,000 less than those for the forage farm for comparable solutions, 
basically due to reduced investment in the beef cow herd. 
The selection of forage harvesting equipment appears to be less 
cri tical on the grain farm. There are one or two forage har vesting 
equipment combinat ions which give solutions competitive with the key 
so lution for each set . Both the stack-forming wagon and the owned baler 
or c ustom baling, in combination with custom silage harvesting, are in-
volved in competitive solutions. 
General observations from the linear programming solutions presented 
i n Tables 12 and 13 are summarized in the following statements: 
1 . Returns t o operator labor and management are higher on the 
grain farm at the l ow and medium cattle price levels and 
higher on the forage farm at the high cattle price level . 
Operator labor and management returns are negative at the 
low cattle price level on the forage farm . 
2. Both beef cow numbers and numbers of cattle fed inc rease as 
the cattle price level increases on the forage farm . The 
number of cattle fed decreases while the number of beef cows 
increases on the grain farm, indicating a substitution of 
beef cows for the feeding of purchased steer calves. 
3 . Swine numbers are affected more by competition from feed er 
calf production and cattle feeding on the forage farm than 
on the grain farm. 
4 . Increased forage production on the grain farm involves mos tly 
a shift from gr ain crops to annual forages . Forage pr oduction 
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is increased on the forage farm both by a shif t fr om gra i n 
to annual forages and by intensification of forage production 
through fertilization or seeding of unimproved permanent 
pas ture . 
5. Non- land c apital and labor ut ilization are higher on the 
f orage farm than on the gra i n farm for comparable labor 
avai lability and price situations. 
6 . The lab or available during April for the calving season is 
c ritical on the forage farm . The competition between the 
crop and livestock enterprises for May labor is more crit i -
cal on the grain farm. 
7. The solutions involving the stack-forming wagon equipment 
c ombinations have a clear advantage over alternative solu -
tions on the forage farm when a full-time employee is not 
included. The selection of a forage harvesting equipment 
combination is less crit ical on the grain farm. 
48 
ANALYSIS OF THE KEY SOLtrrIONS 
The discussion of the optimum organization of each model farm and 
how it is affected by changes in the cattle price level and in labor 
availability is based on analysis of the key solutions designated in the 
previous section . The key solutions for the forage farm are discussed 
first, followed by those for the grain farm. 
The following information from each of the key solutions is pre-
sented in tables in this section: 
1. a breakdown of the value of the program to estimate operator 
labor and management return; 
2 . a sunu:nary of livestock production and sales ; 
3 . a sununary of crop production and the distribution of harvested 
grain and forages; 
4. monthly labor requirements and shadow prices for operator labor 
for the months in which labor is limiting; 
5. an accounting of capital requirements and the estimated rate of 
return to capital; 
6. a budget of costs and returns for the individual cow-calf unit. 
The beef cow herd forage programs developed in the linear program-
ming solutions are presented in Appendix E. A separate table for each 
key solution shows the total TDN and crude protein requirements for the 
beef cow herd on a monthly basis, and the TDN and crude protein furnished 
by the grazing and harvested forage feeding activities in each month. 
Shadow prices are presented for TON and crude protein for the months in 
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which they are limiting. Excess availability of TDN and crude prote i n 
is also indicated. 
The short term operating capita l requirements presented in the 
capital accounting tables include var iable production costs such as seed, 
fertilizer, purchased feed, and machinery operating expenses. The cost 
of ful l-time and part-time hired lab or is also included. Only one-half 
of the total sh ort-term operating expenses are included in the capital 
requirements, assuming an average six month turn over of such capital 
in the business. Capital investments in livestock per unit for livestock 
activities are presented in Tables D.4, D.8 , and D.12 . Capital invested 
in depreciable assets is included at their average values rather than 
initial investment cos ts. Average values of machinery and equipment are 
presented i n Tables A.l, A.2 , and A.5 . Average values of crop storage 
and livestock facilities were assumed to be one-half of the initial in-
ves tment cos ts which are presented in Tables 5 and 7. The determination 
of rate of return to non- land capital was discussed in the preceding 
sec tion . 
The beef cow-calf unit budgets tie t ogether all of the c osts and 
resource requirements for feeder calf production in the key solutions . 
Enterprise labor income i s considered to be the r esidual return after 
variable and fixed costs plus a 5.5 percent return to land value and an 
8 percent return to investment in livestock are deduc t ed from receipts. 
A charge is included for a share of the fixed cost of the basic machinery 
se t based on the estimated percentage of annual tractor use which is 
required to feed, care for, and produce feed for the c ow herd. The 
so 
r <..:cc: lr>L H credit C!d t o the cow-calf unit are based on sales of all calves 
plus c ull c ows . However, i n the s olutions i n which some or all of the 
calves are fed out on the farm, the savings of the costs of inter-farm 
transfer of the calves is noted. 
The Forage Farm 
Livestock production 
Livest ock production activities in the key solutions for the f orage 
farm without and with cattle feeding are sununarized in Tables 14 and 15, 
respectively. In both situations, the size of the beef cow herd increases 
a s the cattle price level rises and also when more labor is available . 
The number of beef cows is about the s ame both with and without cattle 
feeding at the low cattle price level. There are 45 and 57 fewer cows at 
the medium and high price levels, respectively, in the solutions with no 
full-time employee when cattle feeding is i ncluded. When a full - time 
employee is added to the labor supply, beef cow numbers at the medium 
cattle price level are the same in the solutions both with and without 
cattle feeding . At the high price level with a full-time employee, there 
are 58 fewer cows when cattle feeding is included. The size of the bee f 
c ow herd more than doubles between the low cattle price level and the 
h i gh cattle price level with a full-time employee. The farm is carry ing 
a cow-calf unit on 1.32 acres at the high price level with a full-t i me 
employee with no cattle feeding. 
Spring swine farrowing is eliminated at the high cattle price level 
with no full-time employee when cattle feeding is allowed . The maximum 
number of litters are farrowed in all of the rest of the key solutions 
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described in Tables 14 and 15. As noted in the discussion of Table 12, 
swine numbers were below the maximum in several of the alternative solu-
tions at both the medium and high cattle price levels when no full-time 
employee was inc luded. Swine numbers were highest in the key solutions 
in these situations . 
The cattle feeding program in the key solutions with no full-time 
employee is basically limited t o feeding out the home-raised steer calves, 
alth ough 18 home-raised heifer calves are fed out at the low cattle price 
leve l and eight purchased steer calves are fed at the high price level. 
The c orn silage and c orn grain feeding program is used exclusively in the 
s olutions with no full-time employee. 
TABLE 14. Livestock production and sales on the forage farm: solutions 
with no catt l e feeding 




Beef cows-spring calving 
Steer calves sold 
Heifer calves sold 
Gross income from calf 
sales 
Gross incOI!lfi from cull 
cow sales 
Swine: litters farrowed 
Gross income from swine 
salesc 









































$39,390 $ 72,552 
$ 9,995 $ 17 ,381 
40 40 
$15,006 s 15,006 
$64,391 $104 , 939 
aSee Table 10 for explanation of abbreviations and equipment which is 
included . 
b 
Assumes sale of .15 cow weighing 1018 pounds or 153 pounds per cow 
calf unit at the prices shown in Table 9. 
c 
Sales of sows included . 
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TABLE 15 . Livestock production and sales on the forage farm: solutions 
with cattle feeding allowed 
Cattle pr ice leve 1 : Low Medium High Medium High 
Full-time employee: No No No Yes Yes 
Forage harvesting . a OSFW , CFH OOFW ,CFH OOFW ,CFH OB ,CFH OB,CFH equipment: 
Beef cows-spring calving 211 231 280 340 440 
Steer calves sold 
Heifer calves sold 41 65 78 
Gross income from calf 
sales $ 4,305 $ 9,347 $14,350 
Gross incomg from cull 
cow sales $ 5,034 $ 6,801 $ 9,750 $ 9,988 $ 15,341 
Steers fed corn silage 
and corn grain 94 103 132 237 
Steers fed baled mixed 
hay and corn grain 147 379 
Total steers fed 94 103 132 384 379 
Heifers fed corn silage 
and corn grain 18 94 121 
Heifers fed baled mixed 
hay and corn grain 121 
Total heifers fed 18 94 121 
Gross income from fed 
cattle sales $28,550 $33,433 $51,156 $149 ,901 $184 ,675 
Swine: litters farrowed 40 40 19d 40 40 
Gross income from swine 
salesc $15 ,006 $15,006 $ 7 ,518 $15,006 $ 15,006 
Total gross income f rom 
livestock sales $52 ,895 $64,587 $82 ,774 $174,895 $215,022 
Steer calves purchased 8 237 186 
Heifer calves purchased 
Total cost of purchased 
calves $ 1, 938 $43,799 $ 42,861 
aSee Table 10 for explanation of abbreviations and equipment which is 
included . 
b 
Assumes sale of .15 cow weigh i ng 1018 pounds or 153 pounds per cow -
calf unit at the prices shown in Table 9. 
c 
Sales of sows included . 
~inter-summer farrowing activity. 
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When the labor supply is increased with the addition of a full-time 
employee, all home-raised steer and heifer calves are fed out and enough 
additional steer ca lves are purchased to bring the total number of cattle 
fed to 478 head at the medium price level and the maximum 500 head at the 
high price level. The feeding program includes both baled hay and corn 
grain and corn silage and corn grain at the medium cat t le price level, and 
shifts completely t o baled hay and corn grain at the high catt le price 
level . 
Crop production and utilization 
The crop programs for the key solutions without cattle feeding are 
surmnarized in Table 16 and for the key solutions with cattle feeding in 
Table 17. The crop program is similar in the two solutions at the l ow 
cattle price level. Row crop production is at the maximum level on Class 
I and Class II land. In the solution with cattle feeding, corn silage 
for the cattle feeding enterprise rather than corn grain is produced on 
Class II land, therefore fewer acres of cornstalks are available for the 
beef cow herd. The remainder of the Class I I land i s i n alfalfa-
bromegrass which allows the shortest rotat ion and maximum row crop 
acreage. Class III l and i n each of these solutions produces 25 acres of 
corn grain and a c ombinat ion of forages with l arge acreages of birdsfoot 
trefoil-orchardgrass and permanent bluegrass pasture . Stacked hay is the 
major harvested forage produced for the beef cow herd . 
Class I land is used mostly f or grain product ion i n the solution at 
the medium and high cattle price levels without a full -t ime employee. 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































on Class I land at the high cattle price level when cattle feeding is 
allowed. Gra i n production is replaced by production of forage s orghum 
silage on Class II land, especially in the solutions without cattle feed-
i ng . There is also a shift from row crops and alfalfa-bromegrass to 
bromegrass on Class II; th is shift is also greater in the solutions with -
out cattle feeding. On Class III land in these solutions, forage produc-
tion shifts from bromegrass, birdsfoot trefoil -orchardgrass, and bluegrass 
to alfalfa-bromegrass . The shorter stand life of alfalfa-bromegr ass 
allows more corn acreage on Class III land. However, no corn is grown 
on Class III land in the solution at the high cattle price level with no 
ca ttle feeding . The larger beef cow herds in the solutions with n o 
cattle feeding place more pressure on the forage producing capacity of the 
farm. Mor e harves t ed forage , both forage sor ghum silage and stacked hay, 
is produced and the shifts in forage species on Class II and Class III 
land are more pronounced. 
Annual forages, especially forage sorghum silage and sorghum-
s udangrass, play a greater role as the increased size of the beef cow 
herd requires greater forage production in the solutions with a full-time 
employee . The same number of beef cows are included in the solutions with 
and without cattle feed ing at the medium cattle price l eve l with a full-
time employee. Forage sorghum silage is produced on Class I land in the 
solution without cattle f eed ing . When cattle feeding is included, Class I 
land shifts completely t o corn silage production and more forage sorghum 
silage is produced on Clas s II and Class III land t o partially compensate 
for this shift . Alfalfa-bromegrass is the only perennial forage grown on 
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Class II land in the solution with no cattle feeding while a combination 
of alfalfa-bromegrass and brome gr ass is i nc luded in the solution with 
cat tle feeding . Alfalfa-bromegrass is the major forage grown on Class III 
land in both of these solutions . 
In the solutions at the high cattle price level with a full -t ime 
employee , all Cl ass I land is devoted to pr oduction of forage for the 
beef cow herd , mostly forage sor ghum s ilage in the solution without cat t le 
feeding, and a combination of forage s orghum silage and s orghum- sudangrass 
in the solution wi th cattle feed i ng . Forage s orghum silage is also pro-
duced on Class II and Class III land. The remainder of the Class II land 
is in a c ombination of alfalfa-bromegrass and bromegrass . In the solut ion 
with cattle feeding, alfalfa-bromegrass i s the major perennial forage on 
Class III land, however, in the solution wi th ou t cattle feeding, there is 
a very large acreage of b irdsfoot trefoil-orchardgrass which differs from 
the pattern of the other solutions described in Tab les 16 and 17 . 
The t onnage of forage sorghum silage harvested i n the solut ion at 
the high cattle price level with a f ull-time employee with no cattle f eed-
ing allowed is almos t double the amount harves ted at the medium price 
level . The 498 h ead beef cow herd is supported on 1.32 acre s per cow in 
this solution . In the corr es ponding solution with cattle feeding, the 
beef cow herd is reduced t o 440 head and the amount of forage sorghum 
silage harves ted is reduce d by almost one-half . 
I t was noted i n the discussion of livestock production in the key 
solutions for the forage farm that cattle feeding shifted from corn 
silage and corn grain to baled hay a nd c orn grain when a full-time 
') 8 
employee was added t o Lhc labor supply. The baled hay and corn grain 
feeding act ivities are based on high concentrate feeding programs (Table 
D. 5) . They rep l ace the silage based activities in these solutions because 
the purchase of corn grain is t he only way that the lives t ock progr am can 
be expanded beyond the feed producing capacity of the model farm . The 
corn grain purchased, a s shown in Table 17 , is equivalent to approximately 
the production of 185 acres of Class I land at the medium price level and 
300 acres at the high price level . 
The beef cow herd forage systems for the solut ions without ca ttle 
feeding are presented in Tables E. l through E. 5, and , f or the solutions 
with cattle feeding, i n Tables E. 6 through E.10 . At the low cattle price 
l evel (Tables E.l and E. 6), the grazing program is limited ma inly t o new 
seeding and r egr owth after hay harvest. Three-sea son grazed fertilized 
bluegras s and bromegrass ferti l ized with 240 pounds of nitrogen provide 
impor tant amounts of grazing in May, June, and September in the s olution 
wi th cattle feeding . Stacked hay and s tacked corns talks make up the 
harves t ed forage supp l y . The only harve s t e d forage required during the 
pasture season (May through October) is a small amount of hay fed in May . 
In general, the feed supply for the beef cow herd i n th ese s olutions 
involves r esources which have no alternative use in the model. 
The forage programs for the solutions at the medium and h igh pr ice 
leve ls with out a f ul l-time employee and with out cattle feeding are pre-
sente d in Tables E. 2 and E.3; t he fo rage programs for the corresponding 
solu tions with cattle feeding are presented in Table s E.7 and E. 8 . As 
previously indi ca t ed, th ere is a shift from gra i n t o forage production to 
support the larger beef cow herds in these solutions . Some forage sorghum 
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silage is harvested, although stacked hay remains the major harvested 
forage . There is more feeding of harvested forages during the May through 
October pasture season, mainly in May, August, and September. Both hay 
and forage sorghum silage are fed during these months . Sorghum- sudangras~ 
which provides grazing from July through September, is included in the 
forage program at the high cattle price level with no cattle feeding 
(Table E. 3). Three-season grazed bromegrass, fertilized with 240 pounds 
of nitrogen provides a relatively important source of grazing in May, June, 
and July, in each of these s olutions . 
The forage systems for the solutions with a full-time employee are 
presented i n Tables E. 4, E.5, E.9, and E.10. The larger beef cow herds 
in these solutions place more pressure on the farm's forage producing 
capability . There is a greater shift from grain to forage production 
with more emphasis on annual forages, especially forage sorghum and 
sorghum-sudangrass. Forage sorghum is the key forage species in these 
solutions. Forage sorghum silage is the major harvested forage and is fed 
in all months except June, July, November, and December. Forage sorghum 
regrowth after silage harvest is an impor tant feed source for the cow herd 
in November and the major source in December in these solutions . The 
birdsfoot trefoil-orchardgrass on Class III land, which was mentioned 
earlie r as a unique feature of the solution without cattle feeding at the 
high cattle price level (Table E. S), provides relatively important amounts 
of grazing in June, July, and August. 
Baled mixed hay is fed i n December when there is excess TDN avail-
able . There is a r elatively high shadow price on crude protein in both 
of tlic solutions with no cattle feeding (Tables E.4 and E.S) . Appa rently 
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hay is fed as a protein source when the cows are meeting most of thei r 
energy requir ements with the low quality forage sor ghum r egr owth. 
Supplemental protein could be fed t o t he beef cow herd through separate 
protein feeding activities at a cos t of 5 . 4 cents per pound of supple-
ment or 18 cent s per pound of crude protein . The highest shadow price 
for c r ude protein in either of these solut ions is 8 . 6 cen t s pe r pound in 
December at the high catt le price level . 
A consis t ent feature of the beef cow her d f orage systems descr ibed 
in Tables E.l through E. 10 is the close balance of e nergy needs and 
requirements indicated by the few cases of excess availability of TON . 
This is due t o th e fac t t hat most of the fe eds ut ilized are sufficiently 
high in protein t hat mee t ing the energy needs is the major considerat ion 
in forage sys t em planni ng . One exception is the ca se of excess TON in 
December in the form of forage sorghum regrowth, with baled hay being fed 
as a supplemental protein source . The manageability of a forage system 
in which TON supplies and requirements are completely balanced through 
most of the year is quest ionable. The farm operat or would probably want 
to maintain an emer gency feed supply in some form. 
Grain feeding t o t he beef cow herd, with the exception of small 
amount s of grain r equired for the replacement heifers and he rd bulls and 
creep feeding of calves, was not considered an alternative . The cost of 
TON f rom corn grain is 2.7 cents per pound with the assumed purchase price 
of $1 . 22 per bushel . I n several cases, mainly at the high cattle price 
l evel, the shadow price of TON r ises above 2 . 7 cents per pound, indica-
t ing that corn grain feeding should be consider ed as an alternative in 
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meeting lhe cow ' s e ner gy requirements during critica l periods such a s 
the calving season. 
Re t urn t o operator labor and management 
Returns t o operator labor and management for the key solutions wi th -
out catt le fee d ing are presented in Table 18. As previously mentioned, 
the negat ive operat or labor and management return at the low c a tt le 
price l eve l must be consider ed together with the r eturn t o the operator's 
equity capit a l i n de t ermining net farm income. The addition of a full-
time employee seriously depr esses operat or labor and management return 
at the medium cattle price l evel and does not affect it greatly at the 
high price level. 
Operator labor and management returns for the key solutions with 
cattle feeding, presented i n Table 19, are higher than those in the 
corres ponding key solu tions without cattle feeding . The difference is 
not large at the low catt le price level and labor and management returns 
rema i n negative . At the medium and high cattle price l eve ls with no 
full- time employee, labor and management returns are r espectively $1522 
and $ 1647 higher when catt l e feeding is allowed. The differ ences are 
gr eater when a ful l -time employee is added: $4965 at the medium price 
leve l and $947 6 at the h igh price level . 
A comparison of operator labor and management r e turns with and 
without a full-time emp l oyee i ndicates that, although there wou ld be no 
financial advantage in add i ng a full-time empl oyee when no cattle feeding 
is allowed, the f arm could s upport a two-man operation at the high price 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































would be viable at either the medium or high cattle price levels and 
addition of a full-time employee would increase operator labor and 
management returns by $7397 at the high price level. 
Capital requirements 
Investment in the beef cow herd dominates the non-land capita l 
requirements, especially at the higher cattle price levels, for the key 
solutions without cattle feeding, as shown in Table 20 . Other non- land 
capital requirements do not change as rapidly, increasing by $16,452 
between the solution.at the low cattle price level and the solution at 
the high price level with a full- time employee . Most of this increase 
is in short-term operating capital and feed storage facilities . This 
represents an increase of about one- third the original requirement for 
other non-land capital, while investment in the beef cow herd more than 
triples. 
Capital requirements for the key solutions for the forage farm with 
cat tle feeding allowed are presented in Table 21. The requirements for 
the solutions with no full-time employee are not considerably higher 
than th ose for the corresponding solutions with no cattle feeding . This 
is especially true at the medium and high cattle price levels where the 
investment in feeder cattle very nearly offsets the smaller investment 
in the cow herd . The total average fixed investment and annual f i xed 
cos ts attributable t o the cattle feeding enterprise, including feedlot 
facilities, feed st orage, and feeding equipment, for the solutions 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Low cattle price level 
Medium cattle price level 












The capital requirements for the solutions with a full-time 
employee which include feeding large numbers of purchased calves are 
r oughly $90,000 to $100,000 higher than i n the c orresponding solutions 
with no cattle feeding . Much of this added capital requirement takes the 
form of purchased c alves and purchased corn grain (Tables 15 and 17). 
Labor requirements 
Table 22 shows the labor requirements for the key s olutions for the 
forage farm with no cattle feeding. The shadow prices on operator labor 
in April indicate that high labor requirements during the calving season 
are an important limitation on beef cow numbers in the solutions without 
a f ull-t ime employee at the medium and high cattle price levels and with 
a full-time employee at the high price level. An important reason that 
labor i s not limiting during the harvest season is that both grain and 
silage are custom harvested, as previously discussed. 
Labor requirements and shadow prices for operator labor for the 
key solutions with cattle feeding are presented in Table 23. Available 
operator and hired labor is more fully employed than in the solutions 
without cattle feeding , a s indicated by the fact that there are shadow 
prices for ope rat or labor during more months of the year . Labor is mos t 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































winter months at the medium and high cattle price levels with no full-
time empl oyee . Only in the solution at the high cattle price level 
with a full-time employee is labor most limiting during the calving 
season (April). 
lleef cow-calf enterprise costs and returns 
Beef cow-calf unit budgets based on the key solutions with no 
catt le feeding are presented in Table 24. Total fixed and variable 
costs per unit, not including investment in land and livestock, do not 
vary by more than thr ee dol lars between the five solutions . Some trade -
offs between cos t s are evident. For example, at the medium cattle price 
level, fixed costs of forage equipment are $6 . 04 higher for the solution 
without a f ull-time employee which includes ownership of a stack-
forming wagon than for the solution with a full-time employee in which 
all forages are c ustom harvested . However, variable forage production 
and feeding costs and feed storage facili t y fixed cos t s are higher in 
the solution with a full-time emp l oyee, and the net difference in total 
costs between the two solutions is $ . 90. The same is true at the high 
cattle price level where the net difference between the two solutions 
is only $ .24 . 
Intensification of forage production for the beef cow herd at the 
higher cattle price levels reduces the investment in land per cow- calf 
unit i n these solut ions even though Class I land is shifted from grain 
to forage production. Total investment i n land per un it decreases by 
$105 . 00 and land cost per unit ( taxes plus 5 . 5 percent return to 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































price level and the solut ion at the high cattle price level with a full -
time employee. 
One of the factors underlying the shift f r om stacked hay and stacked 
cornstalks to baled hay and silage when a full-time employee is added is 
that more labor is available for forage feeding. A comparison of the 
labor r eq uirement s presented in Table 24 indicated that feed production 
labor requirements per unit are actually less in the solutions with a 
full -time employee than in the solutions without a full - time employee, 
due to cus tom harves ting of silage . However, labor util ized for feeding 
incr eases by . 8 and . 93 hours per uni t at the medium and high cat tle 
price l evels , respect i vely, when a full-time employee is added . The 
levels of silage feeding are 3 . 8 and 5 .4 t ons per cow-calf un i t in the 
solut ions wi t h a ful l - t ime empl oyee at the medium and high price l evels , 
respectively . Silage feeding is limited to 1 . 6 and 1 . 3 tons per unit 
in the corresponding solution with no f ull-time employee wher e winter 
labor is more restric tive. 
Costs and r e turns per cow-calf unit for the key s olutions wi th cattle 
feeding are presented in Table 25 . Per unit cost s for the solutions 
wi thou t a full - time employee do not differ significant ly from th ose for 
the corr esponding solutions without cattle feeding . In the solutions 
involving a full - time employee , total fixed costs are $5 . 96 lower at the 
medium price level and $7.10 lower at the high price l evel than in the 
correspond i ng solutions wi thout a full -time employee. Th e major reason 
is the spreading of bas ic machinery fixed costs. This did not occur in 
the solutions with no cattle feedi ng because the beef cow herd' s share of 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































size . Forage equipment fixed costs are lm~er in the solutions with a 
full - time employee but are balanced by higher feed storage facility 
fixed costs in both solutions. 
The cost savings related to the feeding of home- raised calves are 
noted , although they are not credited directly to the cow-calf unit. 
The costs saved include actual marketing costs plus the value lost to 
both the calf producer and the feeder due to shrink. Those values have 
been discussed previously and, as indicated in Table 25, are relatively 
imp or t an t . 
The Grain Farm 
Lives tock production 
Livestock produc tion act i vit i es in the key solutions fo r the grain 
f a rm without and wi t h c a ttle feeding a r e summarized in Tables 26 and 27 , 
respec t ively . 
The beef cow herd includes only 32 and 34 cows in the solutions 
wi t hout and with cat t le feeding, respectively, at the low cattle price 
level . Herd size i ncreases as t he cattle price level rises. The increase 
is much gr eater in the solutions with no cattle feeding; there are 26 
mor e cows in the solution without cat t le feeding at the medium price 
level, and 62 more at the high price level, than in t he corresponding 
solutions wi t h cattle feeding . 
Fa ll - calving cows are part of the livest ock program at the high 
cattle price level in the key solutions without a full-time employee both 
with and without cattle feeding and with a full-time employee with cattle 
75 
TABLE 26 . Lives t ock production and sales on the grain farm: solutions 
with no cattle feeding 
Cattle price level Low Medium High High 
Full-time employee No No No Yes 
Forage harvesting equip-
menta OB OSFVJ CB,CFH CB,CFH 
Beef cows-spring calving 32 104 228 463 
Beef cows-fal l calving 22 
Steer calves sold 15 47 112 208 
Heifer calves s old 9 29 70 130 
Gross income from calf 
sales $2,784 $12 ,02 9 $36 ,307 $67 ,413 
Gross income from cull 
c ow salesb $773 $3,053 $8,698 $16,149 
Swine: litters farrowed 40 40 40 40 
Gross income from swine 
salesc $15 ,006 $15,006 $15, 006 $15 ,006 
Total gross income from 
livestock sales $18,563 $30 ,088 $60 , 011 $98 ,568 
aSee Table 10 for explanation of abbreviations and equipment which is 
included . 
b 
Assumes sale of . 15 cull cow we ighing 1018 pounds or 153 pounds pe r 
cow -calf unit at the prices shown in Table 9. 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































feeding. Although they did not enter these solutions in numbers equal 
t o the spring calving cows, the fac t that they are competitive in these 
solutions indicates that fall-calving or split-season calving should be 
considered more closely, especially f or this type of farm . No price 
advantage was given to fall-dr opped calves, and some possible economies 
of split-season calving, such as greater utilization of herd bulls, were 
not considered . 
The addition of a full-time employee does not affect the size of 
Lhe cow he rd at the medium price level with cattle feeding . At the 
high cattle price level with no cattle feeding, the size of the cow herd 
a lmost doubles when a full-time employee is added. The farm is support -
ing a cow- calf unit on .86 acre in this solution. The addition of a 
full-time employee with cat tle feeding at t he high cattle price level 
permits an increase of the cow he rd from 188 head t o 290 head. 
The beef cow herd and the cattle feeding enterprise are very 
competitive in the solutions with no full-time empl oyee. The number of 
c attle fed decreases from 214 to 167 head between the low and high cattle 
price leve ls and shifts from fe e ding mostly purchased calves t o mostly 
home-raised calves . The maximum 500 head are fed out in both solutions 
with a full-time employee . With the expansion of the c ow herd fr om 
75 head at the medium price level t o 290 head at the high price level, 
the number of c alves purchased decreases from 453 to 296 . All cattle 
are fed corn silage and corn grain except in the solution at the high 
cattle pr ice level with a full-time employee where 50 head of steer 
calves are fed baled hay and corn grain . 
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The max imum number of litters of swine are farrowed in each of 
the key solutions for the grain farm. As indicated in Table 13, swine 
numbers on the grain farm we r e reduced below the maximum 40 litters 
only in two of the alternative sol utions at the high cattle price leve l 
with cattle feeding with no full-time employee. 
Crop pr oduction and utilization 
Cr op pr oduc t ion for the grain farm is summar ized in Tab le 28 f or 
the key solut i ons wi thout cattle feeding and in Table 29 for the key 
solutions with cattle feeding. 
The maximum allowable acreage of s oybeans and of total row c r ops 
are produced on Class I and Cla ss II land in both solutions at the l ow 
cattle pr i ce level. The r emainder of the Class II land is in alfalfa-
bromegrass . The l arges t share of the Cla ss III land is in permanent 
bluegrass pasture, however, there is some alfalfa - bromegrass and 
birdsfoot trefoi l- orchardgrass. The main difference i n the c r op pr o-
grams between the two s olutions is the shift of 66 a cr es of Class I 
land from corn grain t o corn silage for cattle feeding. The major for -
age harvested for the cow herd is baled mixed hay, although two acres 
of forage sorghum are harves ted for silage i n the solution with cattle 
feeding. 
Class I and Cl ass II land is shifted from gra i n t o forage pro-
duc tion in the solutions at the medium and h igh cattle price l evels 
wlth no f ul l-time employee. The Class I land devoted t o feed pr oduction 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































in the solution without cattle feeding and 17 acres in the solution 
with cattle feeding. At the high cattle price level this is expanded 
t o 158 acres and 99 acres in the solutions without and with cattle feed -
ing, respectively. Soybeans remain at or near maximum acreage on Class 
I land except at the high price level with cattle feeding . Production 
of corn silage for cattle feeding requires 57 acres of Class I land at 
the medium price level and 49 a cres of Class I land at the high price 
level. 
Sorghum-sudangrass is the most important forage grown for the 
beef cow herd on Class I land at the medium price level. Forage sorghum 
becomes the major forage species at the high price level. Some alfalfa-
bromegrass is grown on Class I land, especially at the high cattle price 
level . Class II land shifts from grain, annual forages, and alfalfa-
bromegrass, at the low and medium cat tle price levels to bromegrass at 
the high cattle price level. Class Ill land shifts from fertilized 
permanent bluegrass pasture at the low and medium cat tle price levels 
t o alfalfa- bromegrass at the high price level in the solutions without 
cattle feeding; Class III land remains mostly in ferti lized permanent 
pasture in the solutions with cattle feeding. Stacked hay and corn-
stalks are the harvested forages for the solution at the medium cattle 
price level with no cattle feeding. Forage sorghum silage and hay are 
the major harvested forages in the solutions with cattle feeding, 
although there is a fairly large amount of stacked cornstalks fed at 
Lhe high cattle price level . 
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The farm is devoted entirely to forage production for the beef cow 
herd in the solution at the high cattle price l evel with n o cattle feed -
ing with a full-time employee . Annual forages are raised on all but 28 
acres of the Class I land, with 173 acres of forage s orghum and 89 acres 
of sorghum- s udangrass. Class II and Class III land is in alfalfa-brome-
grass and bromegrass . Forage sorghum silage and some corn silage are 
the major harvested forages, with a relatively small t onnage of baled 
hay. 
The cattle feedi ng enterprise requires about 150 acres of Class I 
l and for corn silage pr oduction in the solutions with a full-time em-
ployee . Soybean acreage remains near the maximum on Class I land at the 
medium price level and only 12 acres are used to produce forage s orghum 
silage for the beef cow herd. Seventeen acres of Class II l and are also 
used for forage sorghum production. The rest of the Class II l and is in 
alfalfa-bromegrass and bromegrass ; most of the Class III land i s in 
birdsfoot trefoi l- orchardgrass. 
The Class I land which is not used for corn silage production in the 
solution at the high cattle price level with cattle feeding with a full -
time employee is utilized for the production of forage s or ghum and 
sorghum- sudangrass for the beef cow herd. The Class II land i s in 
a lfa lfa-bromegrass and bromegrass and the Class III land is mostly i n 
alfalf a-bromegrass. Forage sorghum silage and baled hay are t he major 
harvested forages utilized by the cow herd in both of the solutions with 
cattle feeding with a full-time employee , although some corn s ilage is fed 
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to the beef cows at the high price level. Corn gra i n purchases are 
equivalent to the production of about 155 acres of Class I land at the 
medium cattle price level and 170 acres of Class I land at the h igh catt le 
price level . 
The beef cow herd forage systems for the key solutions f or the grain 
farm without catt le feeding are outlined in Table s E.11 thr ough E.14; 
th ose for the corres pond ing solut ions with cattle feeding are presented 
i n Tables E. 15 through E. 19 . 
Cornstalk grazing i s the major feed source f or the cow herd i n 
December and January in the solutions at the low cattle price level 
(Tables E. 11 and E.15) . There is excess TDN ava ilability in these months 
in both solut ions. Baled mixed hay is fe d i n January as a crude protein 
source . New seeding and regrowth of birdsfoot trefoil-or chardgrass and 
a lfalfa-bromegrass after harvest are major sources of graz i ng during the 
pasture season, a l though three-seas on grazed fertilized bluegrass pas-
ture provides i mportant s ources of grazing in May, June , and September. 
Baled mixed hay is the major harvested forage with the largest amounts of 
hay being fed i n February, March, and April. Some hay is fed in May and 
November in the solut ion without cattle feeding, and August, October, and 
November in the solution with cattle feeding . Twenty- six tons of forage 
sorghum silage are also fed in April in the solutions with cattle fe ed ing. 
Annual f orages become more important in the forage systems for the 
solutions without cattle feeding at the medium and high cattle pr i ce 
l evels without a ful l-time employee (Tables E.12 and E.13), a s Class I 
l a nd is shifted from grain to forage production. Sorghum-sudangrass is 
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the source of grazing in July , August, and September, in both s olutions. 
Forage sorghum silage is harvested from 80 acres of Clas s I land at the 
h igh cattle pric e l evel, and f orage sorghum regrowth is an important 
source of grazing i n November and the major s ource in December. Some 
alfalfa-bromegrass is raised on Class I land in these solutions . Most of 
it is harve sted as hay but about seven acres are rotationally grazed at 
the high cattle price l eve l. Class II land shifts f rom alfalfa-bromegrass 
t o three -season grazed bromegrass, and Class III land shifts from ferti-
lized blue gras s t o al f al f a-bromegrass in these solutions. At the h i gh 
cattle price l eve l (Table E. 13), Class II land is ut il ized completely for 
three - seas on gr~zed bromegrass and Class III land i s used completely for 
r otationally grazed al f alfa-bromegrass . All harvested forages are taken 
fr om the Class I land. A combination of stacked hay and stacked corn-
stalks is fed to the c ow herd from December through April in the solution 
at the medium cattle price level . Energy and c rude protein supplies and 
needs completely balanced, and a constant shadow price of 9 . 2 cents per 
pound of crude protein is observed through the winter period. Stacked hay 
is also fed in May. Forage sorghum silage is the maj or harvested forage 
at the high price level and baled mixed hay is used to balance the crude 
prot e in requirements . Forage sorghum silage is fed throughout the May 
through Oc t ober pasture season except in July . 
\ 
Cornstalks are part of the forage systems in the solutions at the 
medium and high price levels with cattle feeding with no full-time em-
ployee (Tables E.16 and E.17). Cornstalk grazing is the major energy 
source in December and January at the medium price level, while stacked 
cornstalks are the major harvested forage in February and March at the 
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high price leve l. Approximately 17 acres of Class I land are utilized 
fo r production of forage sorghum and sor ghum-sudangr ass at the medium 
cattle price level; nearly 100 acres of Class I land are devoted to 
forage production for the beef cow herd at the high cattle price level, 
including 66 acres of annual forages and 33 acres of alfalfa-bromegrass 
from which one crop of hay is harvested. Class II land shifts from 
alfalfa-bromegrass t o three-seas on grazed bromegrass at the high pr ice 
level, and Class III land is mostly in fertilized three-season grazed 
permanent bluegrass pasture i n both solutions. The three-season grazed 
pastures provide the maj or s ource of grazing in the spr ing, early sutmner, 
and fall . The winter feed supply at the medium price level shifts from 
cornstalk grazing i n December and January to baled hay in February to 
forage sorghum silage in March and April. Forage sorghum silage is also 
fed in Augus t, September, and Oc t ober. Forage sorghum silage balanced 
with stacked mixed hay is the maj or harvested forage combination fed 
t hr ough the winter at the high price level, although stacked cornstalks 
are important a s an energy source in February and March . Forage s orghum 
silage is fed throughout the year, except in November and December , with 
rela t ively lar ge amounts being fed in September and October. 
About the same number of beef cows are included in the solut ion 
wi th cattle feeding at the medium price level with a full-time employee 
(Table E.18) as in the corresponding s olution without a full-time em-
ployee . The forage systems are also similar, however more forage sorghum 
silage is produced and more is fed during the May through October 
pastur e seas on. 
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Annual forages dominate the forage sys t ems at the high cattle price 
level with a full-time employee, as outlined in Tables E.14 and E.19, for 
the solutions without and with cattle feeding, respectively. Forage 
sorghum silage is the major harvested forage and is fed in all months 
except November and December, when forage sorghum regrowth becomes the 
major feed source, and April, when corn silage replaces the forage 
sor ghum silage. Forage sorghum silage feeding i s reduced dur ing July, 
August, and September when sorghum-sudangrass grazing is availab le . 
Total forage sor ghum and corn silage feeding per cow-calf unit equals 
6 . 7 t ons in the solution without cattle feeding and 6 . 4 tons in the 
solution wi th cattle feeding. Thr ee-season grazed bromegrass is the 
major perennial forage on Class II l and, and a lfa lfa-bromegrass har-
vested for hay is the maj or crop on Class III land. A relative l y small 
amount of baled mixed hay is used to balance the silage fed t o the cows 
during the wint er feeding period from January through April . Both TON 
and crude protein needs and supplies are balanced throughout the year 
except during July, August, and September, when excess crude protein is 
available, and December , when excess TON is available. 
Return t o operator labor and management 
Operator labor and management returns for the key solutions f or t he 
grain farm are presented i n Tables 30 and 31, for those s olut ions wi th-
ou t and wi th cattle f eeding, respectively . Labor and management returns 
are positive in a ll solutions, although there is a negative management 
return at the low cattle price level with no cattle fee ding when $6 ,000 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































There is only $192 difference in management returns between the 
solutions without and with cattle feeding at the low cattle price level. 
In all other cases the return to labor and management is considerab l y 
higher in the solutions with cattle feeding than in the corresponding 
s olutions without cattle feeding. 
The addition of a full-time employee decreases operator labor and 
management return by $1,892 at the high cattle price level with no 
cattle feeding and by $3,685 at the medium price level with cattle feed-
ing. Labor and management returns are increased by $3,914 at the high 
cattle price level with cattle feeding with the addition of a full-time 
employee. Catt le feeding would have t o be included in the livestock 
program of this farm, with the restrictions placed on swine numbers, to 
justify a two man operation. Even with cattle feeding included, the 
increase in operator labor and management return at the high price level 
with the addition of a full-time employee is approximately equal to the 
decrease in labor and management return at the medium price level when a 
full-time employee is included. 
Capital requirements 
Capital requirements for the key s olutions for the grain farm with-
out cattle feeding are presented in Table 32, and those for the key 
solutions with cattle feeding are presented in Table 33. 
Total non-land capital requirements are $32,661 higher in the solu-
tion with cattle feeding than in the solution without cattle feeding at 
the lO'fN cattle price level. Of this difference, $27,174 is required for 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































di f f e rence be tween the non-land capital r equirements of the solutions 
wi th and without cattle feeding narrows t o $23,812 at the medium price 
l eve l and $ 13 , 356 at the high price level . This i s due t o decreases in 
the number of cattle fed and smaller increases in t he size of the beef 
c ow herd in the solutions with cattle fe eding . 
The total amount of non-land capi tal utilized is increased by 
$69,143 at t he medium cattle price leve l with cattle feeding when a 
f ull-t i me employee i s added, due mainly to increased i nvestment in feeder 
cattle and cattle fee ding facilities . At the high cattle price level, 
non- l and capital increases by $90,340 without cattle feeding, and by 
$121,378 with cattle feeding, when a fu l l-time employee is added. The 
i ncreas ed s ize of the c ow herd is r es ponsible for the increased invest -
ment in the fir s t case, while the added capital is required for both the 
calf produc ing and cattle feeding enterprises in the second case. 
Lab or requirement s 
Tables 34 and 35 present the labor requirements for the key sol u-
tions for the grain farm without and with cattle feeding, respectively. 
Lab or availability is not a limit i ng fact or in the solutions at the 
l ow and me di um price levels without catt l e feeding . There are fairly 
high shadow prices in Apr i l and May at the high price level with no 
cattle f eeding . However, when a full-time employee is added, there is 
again exce s s lab or availability, either operator and full -time employee 
or hourl y part-time, in all months, and t otal labor utilized only 
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Labor availability is critical in May in the solutions at the low 
and medium price levels with cattle feeding . Competition between the 
livestock enterprises and crop planting for labor is a limiting fact or 
in these solutions. All available labor is used during February through 
May and November and December in the solution at the high price level 
with no f ull-time employee. Labor is not a limiting factor at either 
the med ium or high cattle price levels with cattle feeding when a full -
time employee is included. 
Beef cow-calf enterprise costs and returns 
Beef cow-calf unit budget s derived from the key solutions for the 
grain farm without and with cattle feeding are presented in Tables 36 
and 37, respectively. 
Fixed costs per unit are high in both solutions at the low cattle 
price level; because of the small size of the caw he rd forage equipment 
fixed cos ts are the major factor. This is especially true in the 
solution without cattle feeding because all of the alternatives were 
relatively costly . As noted in footnote d of Table 36, substitution of 
custom baling f or ownership of a baler , probably the mos t practical 
forage equipment choice for this situation, would reduce forage equip-
ment fixed cost s by $17. 53 per cow-calf unit, with a net reduction in 
total costs of $13 . 38 per unit. 
Forage equipment fixed costs per unit are also relatively high at 
the medium cattl e price level with out cattle feeding, where the costs 
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Total variable and fixed costs, not including a return to invest-
ment in land and livestock or a l abor charge, for the solutions at the 
me dium and high price levels without a full-time employee wi thout cattle 
feeding, at the medium price level with a full-time employee, and at the 
high price level without a full-time employee with catt le feeding, fall 
between $89.17 and $92 .44, a range of $3 .27. 
Per unit cos ts for the s olution at the medium cattle price level 
without a full-time employee with cattle feeding are the lowest of any 
of the key solutions for the grain farm . Harves t ed forage fee ding in 
this s olution was limited t o about one -half a t on of baled mixed hay 
and 2 . 5 t ons of silage, and the major feed source in December and Janu-
ary wa s cornstalk grazing, a s shown in Table E.16 . 
Total variable and fixed costs per unit i n the solutions at the 
high cattle price leve l wi th a f ull -time employee are between five and 
s ix dollars lower than in the corresponding solutions without a full -
time employee, mainly due t o lower forage equipment and basic machinery 
fixed costs. 
Land investment per cow-calf uni t is highest at the low cattle 
pr ice level, $567 and $562 per unit in the solutions without and with 
cattle feeding , res pectively. Land i nves tment per unit fall s wi thin a 
$5 0 range fo r t he rest of the key solutions for the grain farm as the 
decreasing a creage of Classes II, III, and IV land is offset by an 
i ncreasing acreage of Class I l and per cow- calf unit a s the size of the 
cow herd increases . Total land cos ts (taxes plus a 5 . 5% return on l and 
i nves tment ) in these solutions vary from $34 . 74, with an investment of 
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$475, t o $38.39, with an inves tment of $525, a difference of $3 .65 per 
cm~ - calf unit . 
Labor requirements per cow- cal f unit are highest in the solut ions 
wi th a full -time employee, due mainly t o higher feeding labor require-
ments for silage feeding. Feed production labor requirement s are low-
est for the s olutions at the low and medium cattle price levels in which 
all forages are custom harvested and cornstalk grazing pr ovides the 
maj or feed supply in December and January. They are highest at the 
medium cattle price level without cattle where almost the e ntire winter 
feed supply is harvested with a stack- f orming wagon. Labor income, 
after all cos ts plus a return to investment in land and livestock have 
been paid, is negative or very low except at the high cattle price 
level. 
Because all home -raised calves are fed out in the solutions with 
cattle feeding (Table 27), the maximum possible savings of inter-farm 
transfe r costs are realized . These savings, allocated on a per cow-
calf unit basis, are noted in Table 37 . 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study explores the role of feeder calf and forage production 
on the organization of Iowa farms. Models were developed to r epresent 
a forage producing farm and a grain pr oducing farm. The model farms 
were made up of different proportions of the same soils and were defined 
to be of equal value, rather than equal acreage . Linear prograrnming was 
utilized to determine the optimum crop and livestock program for each 
farm in each of severa l situations. These situations were defined by 
the f ollowing variables : three cattle price levels, whether or not a 
full-time employee was included, and whether or not catt le feeding was 
allowed. For each situation on both farms, a set of solutions involv-
ing different forage harvesting equipment combinations was run. All of 
the linear progrannning solutions were outl ined in Tables 12 and 13. 
From each set of solutions the s olution with the highest return to 
operator labor and management was selec t ed as the key solution which 
was analyzed in more detail. The discussion which fo llows summarizes 
the results. 
Swine were allowed to compete in all solutions up to a maximum of 
40 litters. Cattle feeding, when i t was allowed, was limited t o a t otal 
of 500 head. Corn grain and soybeans were the only crops which could be 
sold. Corn grain was the only feed, with the exception of mineral and 
protein supplements, which could be purchased . Grain prices and hog 
prices were held constant. 
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The beef cow herd played a major r ole in the organizat i on of the 
forage farm at all price levels. The size of the cow herd varied from 
211 head at the low price level with cattle feeding, to 498 head at the 
high cattle price level with a full-time employee without cattle feed -
ing. Increases in the cattle price level had a relatively greater 
effect on the number of beef cows on the grain farm than on the f orage 
farm . The size of the cow herd on the grain farm was limited t o around 
33 head at the low price level, but expanded to 440 head at the high 
price level with a full -t ime employee without cattle feeding . 
The relative stability of the solutions on the forage farm would 
be a more manageable situation f or the farm operator faced with fluctua-
ting cattle prices. On the other hand, the operator's labor and 
management returns were more variable on the forage farm due to changing 
cattle prices because his income was more dependent on cattle sales . 
Cr op prices and hog prices were held constant so they were not a factor . 
Fall calving cows were competitive with spring calving at the high 
cattle price level on the grain farm, comprising about one-fourth of 
the total beef cow herd in the solution without a full-time employee, 
with cattle feeding . However, their competit ive position may have been 
improved because competition for fall labor was reduced because grain 
and silage were custom harvested. On the other hand, fall calving may 
have been more competitive if there had been a price advantage for fall 
calves . The models assumed seasonally constant prices . These results 
indicate that fall calving should be explored more carefully, especially 
for cow herds on grain producing farms. 
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The cattle feeding enterprise was more competitive with the beef 
cow herd on the grain farm than the crop farm. On the grain farm the 
number of cattle fed decreased as the size of the cow herd jncreased, 
in the solut ions without a full-time employee . The addition of cattle 
feeding caused a relatively greater decrease in the size of the cow herd 
on the grain farm than on the forage farm . On the gra in farm cattle 
feeding shifted from mostly purchased calves at the low price level to 
mostly home-raised calves at the high price level without a full-time 
employee. Cattle feeding was basically limited t o home-raised c alves 
on the forage farm in the solutions without a full-time employee. The 
inclusion of a cattle feeding ente rprise increased operat or labor and 
management returns more on the grain farm than on the forage farm. With 
the restriction placed on swine numbers in this study, cattle feeding 
appeared to be a key element in the organizat ion of the grain farm, just 
as the beef cow herd is a basic part of the operation of the forage farm . 
However, a sure profit was built i nto cattle feeding by the fixed feeder 
to s laughter price margins assumed. 
The swine enterprise was more secure from compe ti.ti nn f r om the beef 
cow herd and cattle feeding on the grain farm. The restriction placed 
on swine numbers limited the amount of profit in the key solutions in a ll 
situations except at the high price level, with out a full-time employee, 
with cattle feeding on the forage farm . Rad the restrictions on swine 
numbers been relaxed, swine probably would have had a greater tendency 
to drive beef cows out of the solutions on the grain farm . However, on 
the forage farm swine in large numbers probably would have entered the 
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solutions only at the lower price levels and when a full -time employee 
was included . 
When a full-time employee was included but cattle feeding was not 
allowed, the size of the beef cow herd was expanded on both farms so 
that the entire farm was producing feed for the cow her d at the h igh 
cattle price level . The forage farm carried a cow-calf unit on 1. 32 
acres in this situation, while each . 86 acre supported a cow- calf unit in 
the corresponding solution for the grain farm . 
The cattle feeding enterprise was expanded to the maximum 500 head, 
when allowed, in the solutions for both f arms when a full -t ime employee 
was i ncluded . The addition of catt le feeding again caused a greater 
reduction in the size of the cow herd on the gra in farm than on the 
forage f arm. It was necessary to purchase corn grain to expand the 
livestock feeding operation beyond the f arm's feed producing capab ilities. 
This was most important on the forage farm where the cattle feeding 
enterprise shifted completely to baled hay and corn gra in feeding which 
utilized a higher proport ion of corn grain. 
With the restric tions placed on swine numbers, the cattle feeding 
enterprise was necessary to justify a full-time employee when measured 
by the returns t o operator labor and management. The total labor 
utilized increased by only 1200 to 1400 hours when a full-time employee 
was added and cattle feeding was not allowed, but increased by 1900 to 
2200 hours in the corresponding situations with cattle feeding on both 
farms . A full -t ime man could be employed on either farm without reduc -
ing operator labor and management returns below the standard $6 , 000 
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charge for operator labor at the medium price l evel, if catt le feeding 
was included in the farm operation. Therefor e , a two-man operation, 
s uch as a father-son partnership, would be a workable alternat ive on the 
l and base represented by either model farm . 
Generally, labor availabil i ty was the most limiting f ac t or deter-
mining the size of the livestock operation on both farms . In the solu-
tions without cattl e feed i ng, labor was most limiting during t he calving 
season on the forage farm , and dur ing the planting season on the grain 
farm. When cattle feeding was included, labor for livestock ch or es 
during t he winter became more critical. Labor avai l ability during the 
harvest s eas on was not limiting in these solutions because grain was 
custom harvested in all solutions, and silage was custom harvested in 
all of the key solutions . Ownership of harvesting equipment pr obably 
would have shown a more r ealist ic fall labor picture. 
No restraints were placed on ca pital availability in this study , but 
capital requirements of the linear progrannning s olutions were est i mated . 
Total capital requirements were higher on the forage farm than in 
correspondi ng solutions for the grain farm i n all cases. Most of the 
difference was related t o the i nvestment in the beef cow herd . 
The basic cropping programs and the shifts made in crop production 
t o accommodate the l arger size of the beef cow herd were simi l ar in 
c orresponding s olutions for the two model farms . The maximum acreage of 
corn grain and soybeans were raised on Class I and Class II l and at the 
low cattle price level on both farms, with the exception of the land 
require d to produce corn silage for the cattle feeding enterprise . The 
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remainder of the Class II land produced alfalfa-bromegrass, which 
because of its shorter stand life allowed the maximum acreage of row 
crops . Clas s III land produced a combination of forages of which the 
largest share was birdsfoo t trefoil and fe r tilized Kentucky bluegrass . 
In the solutions without a full-tin~ employee at the medium and 
high price levels, some Class I land was shifted to forage production 
for the beef cow herd . This included forage s orghum and sorghum-
s udangrass plus some alfalfa-bromegrass on the grain far m. Class II 
land on both farms was shifted from alfalfa-bromegrass and row crops 
to brornegrass . Class III land was shifted from a combinat i on of forages 
to a l falfa - brornegrass on the forage farm, but remained mostly in 
Kent ucky bluegrass on the grain farm. 
Class I land shifted compl etely to the production of forages for 
the beef cow herd in the solutions with a full-time employee at the high 
price level on both f arms. The only exception is the solution for the 
gra in farm with catt le feeding in which 149 acres of corn silage were 
produced on Class I land , mostly for t he cattle feeding enterprise . 
Some alfalfa-brornegrass was produced on Class I land on the gra in farm, 
while forage sorghum and sor ghum- sudangrass were produced on Class II 
and III land in the corresponding solutions on the forage farm . Forage 
production on Class II and III land was similar t o that in the corre-
sponding solutions wi thout a f ull-time employee . An exception is the 
large acreage of birdsfoot trefoil-orchardgrass on Class III land i n the 
solution with a full-time employee without cattle feeding at the high 
price level on the forage f arm . 
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Labor availability, especially fo r livestock chores during the 
winter, had an impact on the forage harvesting equipment combinations 
which were involved in the key solutions without a full - time employee 
for the forage farm. In the solutions with a full-time employee, the 
key solutions shifted to baled hay and custom silage harvesting equip-
ment comb inations and there was a large increase in forage sorghum 
silage feeding per cow- calf unit . The increased availability of labor 
during the winter allowed the shift from stacked hay to silage as the 
major harvested forage for the cow herd. 
The solutions involving the bale r and stack-forming wagon equipment 
combinations were competitive on the grain farm with no full - time em-
ployee . Because the beef cow herd was smaller on this farm, the level 
of forage equipment fixed costs was a more critical factor in the 
selection of the key solutions . The level of silage feeding for the 
beef cow herd als o increased on this farm when a full - time employee 
was added. 
The forage species and management combinations on the two f arms 
were similar. Table 38 compares the beef cow herd forage systems in 
corres ponding solutions for the two model farms. The consistency in the 
forage systems appears to be valid, and not reflections of particular 
species and management combinations having unduly favorable i nput- output 
coefficient s, because t he forage systems shifted as the demand for forage 
production increased . This consistency of forage sys tems is an impor tant 
factor in t erms of application of these results to other farm situat ions . 
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Ti\liLE 38 . Comparison of the forage sys tems f or the beef cow herd in 
corresponding solutions for the forage farm and the gra in 
farm, without cattle feedinga 
Land 
Class 
Cl .. II 
Cl. III 
Cl. I 





Percent of land class 
Forage farm Grain farm 
A. Low cattle price level 
Sdg/G 16 . 7 16 . 7 
Alf-Br/Hl ,G 26 . 4 28 . 6 
Alf- Br /H2 , G 2 . 3 
Alf-Br/H3 ,G 6 . 9 2 . 5 
Sdg/G 5 .0 1. 7 
Alf- Br/HI ,G 15 . 3 7 . 0 
Br/240N,H2,G 10 . 2 
BFT seeding 3.1 3.6 
BFT/H,G 27.5 29 . 6 
KBG/60N,3SG 30 . 5 53 . 3 
B. Medium cat tle price level 
SS/AG 7. 5 
Sdg/G 1.4 
Alf- Br/H3 ,G 2 . 9 
FS/H,G 18 . 9 
Sdg/G 14.7 14 .3 
Alf-Br/Hl,G 25 . 3 
Alf-Br/H2 , G 19 . 3 
Alf-Br/H3 ,G 20 . 2 
Br/240N,3SG 12 . 6 13 . 6 
Br /240N ,Hl ,G 5.5 
Br/240N,H2,G 7 . 0 
Sdg/G 14 . 5 3 . 4 
Alf-Br/Hl,G 35 . 0 
Alf- Br /H2 ,G 23 . 0 13 . 6 
BFT/H,G . 3 
KBG/60N,3SG 12 . 6 83 . 0 
aBreakdown of the forage system for the beef cow herd by species and 
management, expressed as a percentage of the t ota l land in e ach l and 
class, based on tables in Appendix E. Does not include cornstalks har-
ves ted or grazed . 
b Forage farm: Cl. I-97 a cres, Cl . II-161 acres , Cl . 111-310 acres . 
Grain farm: Cl . 1-312 acres, Cl . lI-39 acres, Cl . III-31 acres. 
cSee Table B. 4 for an explanation of abbreviations . 
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TABLE 38 . Continued 
Land Species and Percent of land class 
Class management Forage farm Grain farm 
c. High cattle price level 
Cl. I FS/H,G 25 . 0 
SS/AG 7 . 0 13 . 4 
Sdg/G 4 . 0 
Alf-Br/RG 2.2 
Alf - Br /H2 , G 5.9 
Cl. II FS/H,G 16 .7 
Sdg 12 .4 10 . 0 
Alf-Br/Hl,G 32 . 5 
Br /240N ,3SG 24 . 1 90 . 0 
Br /240N ,Hl ,G 13 . 1 
Br/240N,H2,G 1.3 
Cl. III FS/H,G 1.4 
SS/AG 1.8 
Sdg/G 16 . l 20 . 0 
Alf-Br/RG 80.0 
Alf-Br /Hl ,G 2 9 . 5 
Alf-Br/H2 ,G 35 . 0 
KBG/60N,3SG 16.2 
D. High cattle price level, with full-time employee 
Cl. I Corn silage 11. 7 7 . 2 
FS/H,G 88 . 3 55.3 
SS/AG 28 .4 
Sdg/G 3 . 0 
Alf-Br/RG 3.5 
Alf-Br /R2 ,G 2.5 
Cl. II FS/H 36.1 
Sdg/G 13 . 2 12.2 
Alf-Br/Hl,G 19.4 
Alf- Br /H2, G 17 .4 
Br/240N,3SG 31.2 70.3 










Alf-Br /Hl ,G 
Alf-Br /H2 ,G 
BFT seeding 
BFT/CG 
Percent of land class 
Forage farm Grain farm 
9.3 






The differences in the forage combinations utilized by the beef 
cow he rd were largely related to the differences in the soil res ources 
between the two farms . As the size of the cow herd i ncreased , it was 
neces sary to shift a higher proportion of Class I land to forage pro-
duction on the grain farm . More annual forages were produced on Class 
II and III land on the forage farm. 
The cows on the grain farm were more dependent on annual forages. 
For this reason, as indicated by the shadow prices of TDN and crude 
protein, protein was more frequently limiting on the grain farm. Energy 
production was more often a limiting factor on the forage farm. In the 
solution at the high cattle price level with a full-time employee on 
the grain farm, cattle feeding did not shift entirely to the baled hay 
and corn grain feeding activities to f ree more land for forage produc tion 
for the cow herd, as it did in the corresponding solution for the forage 
farm. Labor was not limiting in this solution. Allowing purchase of a 
less expensive protein supplement or of baled hay might have allowed 
expansion of the cow herd in this situation. Protein supplement was 
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available for the cow herd at a cost of eighteen cents per pound of 
crude protein. The highest shadow price for crude protein in any 
soluLion was 12.9 cents per pound . 
Feeding of grain t o the cow herd was limited t o the small amount 
required for the bulls an<l replacement heifers. Shadow prices for TON 
ranged up t o 3.1 cents per pound and were above the cost of TON in corn 
grain (2 . 7 cents per pound) , in solutions for both farms at the higher 
catt l e price levels . Energy was most limiting in the winter and 
especially during the calving season . These results indicate tha t feed -
ing of corn grain should be considered as an alternat ive to meet the 
cows ' energy requirement s during c ritical periods . 
Creep feeding of spring calves did not enter any of the key solu -
ti ons for either farm. Creep feeding was allowed as an a lternative way 
of partially meeting the tota l energy requirements of the cow- calf unit 
in the late summer and fall, and was not specifically associated with an 
added weight increase for the calves. The costs and benefits of c reep 
feeding need to be considered more carefully, especially for those areas 
of the state where lack of rainfall limits pasture production in the late 
surmner season . 
Annual forages become increasingly important as the size of the cow 
herd and the demand for forage production increased . The forage pro-
grams for the beef cow herd on both farms at the high catt l e price level , 
especially when a full- t ime employee was added, were built around forage 
sorghum silage and regrowth grazing. Forage sorghum silage was utilized 
instead of corn silage, which actually yields more TON per acre 
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(Table B.6), because of the importance of the regrowth grazing in 
November and December. Corn silage was fed t o the cow herd in several 
soluti ons during the calving seas on when energy r equirements were most 
cri tical . Alternately, grazed sorghum-sudangrass was utilized in some 
solutions, especially on the grain farm, as a major feed source in 
July, August, and September. 
When they were available, cornstalks were ut ilized in the winter 
feeding program . Fairly large acreages of Class I land were reserved 
for cornstalk grazing rather than fall plowed in the key solutions at 
the low and medium cattle price levels on the grain farm. However, 
labor was not limiting in April when spring plowing was completed . 
Cornstalks were s tacked in the key solutions for the fo rage farm, 
allowing Class 1 land t o be f all plowed. April lab or availability was 
more critical on this farm . 
Al f alfa- bromegrass was the perennial forage s pecies mix ture most 
frequently grown for hay harvest. As the size of the cow herd increased, 
alfalfa-bromegrass was replaced by bromegrass on Class II land . Br ome-
grass was fertilized with 240 pounds of nitrogen and three-season grazed. 
Birdsfoot trefoil-orchardgrass and fer t ilized permanent bluegrass played 
important roles in the pasture program on Class III land at the l ow and 
medium cattle price levels. They were replaced by alfalfa-bromegrass as 
the s ize of the cow herd and demand for forage production increased. It 
would seem more likely that alfalfa-bromegrass would be grown on the 
rotated Class II land and bromegrass, with its longer stand life grown 
on the Class III land . Probably, the higher level of production on 
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Class II land wa s necessary to justify the high fertil izer cost of the 
heavily fertilized bromegrass (Table B. l) . 
Production costs per cow- calf unit did not change greatly, a lthough 
they were, in general, slightly lower on the f orage farm . Total costs 
per cow-calf unit, including land costs but not i ncluding a labor charge, 
were generally in the $130 t o $140 range . Labor income from the beef 
c ow enterprise was favorable only at the high cattle price level . 
Land inves tment and land costs per cow-calf unit were reduced as 
the s ize of the c ow herd increased because of more intensive use of 
forage producing land . This effec t was greater on t he forage f arm 
because incr eased for age product ion on the grain farm was more dependent 
on shifting Class I land from grain to forages. Reduced l and costs were 
offset by higher capital costs due t o increased i nvestment in livestock, 
and h igher variable forage production cos ts. 
The linear programming solutions obtained in this study app ly only 
t o farms having the s pec ific combination of res ources represented by the 
model f arms . However, general observations c an be drawn which c an be 
applied t o similar types of f arms i n other areas of Iowa. 
The solutions were limited by assumpt ions which r epresented arti-
ficia l r es traints on the organization of the f arms . This included the 
limits on swine numbers and cattle feed i ng, and on buying and se lling of 
forages . The models f urther departed f r om reality because there wer e 
no capital restraints and because grain, and i n most cases silage, were 
c us tom harvested . This l ast a sstunption had an important effect on l abor 
availability in the fall , especially on the grain farm. 
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The value of the study lies in the f orage and feede r calf production 
i nformation which was collected, and in the general observations ab out 
the r ole of the beef cow herd in the or gani zation of Iowa farms. The 
linear progranuni ng solutions indicated that beef cows would be an 
important part of the optimum or ganization of forage producing farms, 
and could play a major r ole on grain producing farms if pr i ce relation-
ships were favorable . 
Both energy and protein requirements of the beef cow were consider ed 
in developing forage systems for the cow herd. The solut ions indicated 
that similar forage species and management systems would be ut i lized on 
the s ame land c lasses on bot h types of farms . Species and management 
systems shifted on both r otated and semi-permanent forage producing l and 
a s gr eater forage production was demanded. The consistency between f arms 
of the forage systems indicates that forage management programs could be 
developed for similar s oil types which cou ld be applied on farms having 
different combinations of soil resources. 
The resul ts of t his study point t o area s which should receive mor e 
emphasis in f uture r esearch. The potential for fall ca lving and sp lit-
season calving beef cow herds needs t o be studied more carefully, especi-
ally (or grain pr oduc ing farms . Forage sys tems buil t around forage sor-
ghum silage and regrowth grazing also deserve more thor ough test ing. In 
fut ure stud ies , capital restr ictions in relation to the capita l investment 
requi r e d for the beef cow herd should probably be considered . The need 
f or more study of f orage harvesting, stori ng, and feeding systems , with 
emphasis on labor requirement s as well as costs, was a l s o indicated . 
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APPENDIX A: MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT COSTS 
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The machinery fixed and variable costs used in this study are pre-
sented in Tables A.l through A.8. These costs were based on the follow-
ing assumptions: 
A. Fixed costs. 
1. Straight line depreciation was used. The remaining value of each 
machine at the end of its estimated life was calculated as a 
percent of initial list price according to the following 
schedule: 










(% of initial list price) 
8 34 . 9 21.1 23.7 22 . 6 
9 32.1 18.6 20.9 20.0 
10 29 . 5 16.S 18.4 17 . 7 
11 27 . 2 14 . 6 16.2 15 . 7 
12 14.0 
~rom Bowers (7) 
2. Taxes, shelter, insurance, and interest on investment (TSII) 
were assumed to total eight percent of initial list price. 
I nterest on investment was assumed to equal eight percent of 
average value or approximately five percent of initial list 
price. Hadley, Parsons, and Doster (13) estimated taxes plus 
shelter plus insurance at three percent of initial list price. 
B. Variable costs. 
1. Tractor fuel costs were adapted from James (22). 
a. 4 plow diesel tractor: 
4 gallons per hour x $ .179 per gallon= $ . 72 per hour . 
121 
b , 3 plow gas tractor: 
4.2 gallons per hour x $ .216 per gallon = $ .91 per hour . 
2 . Tractor lubric ation cos ts were assumed to equal 15 percent of 
fuel costs; lubrication costs for other machinery was assumed 
to be included in r epair and maintenance cos ts. 
3 . Repair and maintenance costs for all machines were based on the 
estimated total accumulated repair cos ts per $1000 initial list 
price (TAR/$ 1000 ILP) presented by Bowers ( 7 ) . Repair and 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE A . 3 . Ke pa i r cos t s for the basic mac hiner y set 
Estimated TAR/ Total Average 
Total Use $1000 ILP8 Life Repair Cos ts 
Machine (hours) Repair Costs per Hour 
Tractor , 4 plow diesel 6000 $474 $4266 $ • 71 
Tractor, 3 plow ga s 4000 248 1673 .41 
Plow, 4 - 16" 900 1005 1206 1.34 
Disk , 14 f t . tandem 900 219 285 . 32 
Harrow, 30 ' w/cart 300 47 31 . 10 
Pl a nter, 4 row-38" 600 327 589 . 98 
Cult ivator , 4 r ow- 38 " 1000 387 422 .42 
Rotary h oe , 4 row-38" 400 246 170 . 43 
Stalk chopper, 12 ft. 900 176 275 . 31 
Grain dr i ll , 11 ft . 300 106 165 . 55 
Cultipacker , 11 ft . 300 47 12 . 04 
Wagons, 150 bu . (3) 600 162 84 . 14 
Elevator, 40 ft . 600 368 383 • 64 
Manure loader 1000 141 120 • 12 
Manure spreader 750 90 89 . 12 
8T otal accumulated repa i r cost per $1000 initial list price f rom 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE A. 6. Repair costs for forage harvesting and handling equipment 
Estimated TAR/ Total Average 
Total Use $1000 ILPa Life Repair Costs 
Machine (hours) Repair Costs per hour 
Mower-conditioner 750 $548 $1617 $2.16 
Baler 750 280 665 .89 
Flat-rack 600 162 97 . 16 
Forage harvester: 
base unit 1000 835 3110 3.11 
row crop head 500 339 458 . 92 
windrow pickup 500 339 227 . 46 
flail pickup 500 339 568 1.14 
Self-un loading forage 
wagon 1000 387 890 .89 
Forage blower 500 69 73 . 14 
Stack-forming wagon 1000 198 1582 1.58 
Feeder mixer wagon, 
100 bu. 1500 643 964 .64 
Feeder mixer wagon, 
65 bu . 1500 643 386 . 26 
8Total accumulated repair cost per $1000 initial list price from 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE A.8. Cus tom ra t es a 
Operation Unit Rate b 
Combine soybeans acre $ 6 . 00 
Combine corn ac re 8 .00 
Bal e hay and l oad on rack 
pulled behind baler bale (50 lbs . ) . 12c 
Chop, haul , and unload 
corn or f orage sorghum silage acre 15 . 00 
Fertilizer application: 
dry (bulk blend) acre . 80 
anhydrous ammonia acre 1. 65 
a 
Source: Howell, Winterboer, and Kamal-Abdou (19) . 
b 
Rates inc lude mach i ne , power, fuel , and operator . 
c 
Includes twine cost (l.5c per bale) and labor for l oading bales 
on the rack. 
130 
APPENDIX B: CROP PRODUCTION COSTS, RESOURCE 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1, 2, 3 




Birds foot trefoil (grown with 
orchardgrass) 
Kentucky bluegrass (permanent 
pasture) 
Al falfa-brome or brome seeding 
(oats grown as a cover crop and 
grazed) 
Forage s orghum 
Sorghum- sudangrass hybrid 
Cornstalks 
Management 




3 season graze (graze in early 
Spring through early summer, then 
save for fall grazing) 
3 season graze with earlier fall 
grazing 
Stockpile (delay grazing t o save 
for later use ) 
Harvest 
Cuttings or growths harvested (if 
not i ncluded, assume only one 
cutting harvested) 
Pounds of nitrogen applied to brome 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX C: COSTS AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE C. 2 . forage harves ting equipment capacities , variable c osts, and 
labor r equirements 
Machine 
Forage harvested 
Machine field capacitya (t ons/hr. ) 
Dry matte r content of forage (%) 
Machine field capac ity (dry matter 
tons/hr. ) 




unl oading and storing 
Total variable costs per hour of harvest 
machine operation 














- Labor requirements in hours -




unloading and storing 
Total labor required per hour of harvest 
machine operation 
Labor required per ton of dry matter 












$ 3 .12 
2 . 98 
1. 02d 









2 . 0 






8r'rom Harvesting, storing , processing feeds for beef cattle (14) and 
Ayres (2). 
blncludes twine cost, 1.5¢/bale or 60¢ per ton. 
cVariable costs and labor require ments f or mowing and conditioning, 
hauling, unloading, and storing the forage processed by the harvesting 
machine per hour. 
dCost and labor requirements of setting up electric fence around 
stacks . 
e Not including labor furnished by custom operator. 
139b 
Forage harvester Custom harvest 
Haylage Corn or Stalklage Baled Corn or 
forage sorghum hay forage sorghum 
silage silage 
9 . 8 20 4 .7 6 20 
50 35 50 85 35 
4 . 9 7. 0 2.4 5 .1 7 . 0 
$ 6.00 $ 6 . 46 $ 6 . 68 $28.80b $18.90 
J . 17 3.68 
.54 1.05 .26 • 77 
• 96 2.88 . 69 1.05 1. 09 
$10 . 67 $10. 39 $ 7 . 63 $34 .30 $19 . 99 
$ 2 .18 $ 1.48 $ 3 . 18 $ 6.73 $ 2 . 86 
- Labor requirements i n hours -
1.0 1.0 1.0 
.9 1.0 
. 3 .6 . 1 . 5 
.4 1.8 .4 1.0 . 9 
2.6 3 . 4 1.5 2.5e . 9e 
.53 .49 .63 .49e . 13e 
140 
TABLE C.3 . Labor requirements and machinery and equipment variable cos ts 
for feeding harvested forages to the beef cow he r da 
b Forage 
Ba led hay 
Stacked hay 
Haylage 
Corn si lage (stored 
in concr e t e s tave 
silo) 
Corn or forage 
sorghum s ilage 

































Machine r y and 
equipment 
var iable cos t 





aSa.irces: Harvesting, storing, processing feeds for beef ca ttle (14), 
and Suter (32). 
b 
Inc ludes removal f rom storage and transportation to feeding area . 
141 
TABLE C.4. Forage dry matter losses through harves t, storage, and feedinga 
Forage Storage Harvest Storage Feeding 
facility l oss loss l oss 
(% of dry matter availab l e 
in the field) 
Baled hay hay shed 17.4 4 . 4 6.0b 
Stacked hay none 15 .o 11.8 21.Sc 
Rayl age concrete stave silo 8 . 0 11.4 3.0 
Corn silage c oncrete stave silo 2.0 8 . 0 3 .0 
Corn or forage 
sorghum silage bunker silo 2 .0 15 . 3 3 .0 
Stacked corns talks none 50 . 0 10.0 25.0 
s talklage bunker silo 55 . 0 15 .o 5 .0 
aSourc.es: Harvesting, storing processing feeds for beef cattle (14) 
and Ayre s (2) . 
b 
Feeding waste is only 3% for baled hay fed to feedlot cattle in 
racks . 6% waste is for bales fed to c ows on the ground. 
c 
The actual feeding waste for stacked hay, which is fed in 
collapsible racks is 6 . 5%; the additional 15% represents consumption in 
excess of the cows' requirements, based on the results of feeding e xperi-
ments conducted at Purdue Univers i ty, as reported by Smith et al. (30) . 
142 
APPENDIX D: LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION COOTS 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE D.3 . Feeder ca lf production variable cos t sa 
Salt (40 lbs . x $ .03 ) 
Mineral (40 lbs . x $.08) 
Veterinary and medical 
Marketing of cull cow ($ . 70/cwt .) 
Variable power and machine cos t 








5 . 00 
2.00 
$21. 07 
aSources: Howell and Stoneberg (18) and James (22) . 
bAdd $ .20 per cow-calf unit in f al l calving activity for processing 
of c r eep feed. 
TABLE D.4. Capital invested in livestock, feeder calf production 
Cat tle Erice level 
Low Medium High 
Beef cow, 1050 lbs . x 125% of 
cull c ow price $204 . 75 $252.00 $299 .25 
.17 replacement heifer, 700 lbs . 
x fed heifer price 30 . 05 37 . 19 44 .33 
. 04 bull 19.36 21.52 23 .68 
Total investment per c ow-
calf unit $254 .16 $308.55 $367.26 
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TABLE D. 6. Catt le feeding labor requirements8 
St eer Calves 
30% corn grain 60% corn grain 60% corn grain corn grain 
Ration: 70'7o corn silage 20% corn silage 40% haylage and baled 
20% haylage hay 
(hr. /head) 
Spring calves 
Nov. .38 .35 .57 . 33 
Dec . .36 . 33 .35 • 31 
Jan. . 36 .33 . 3S . 31 
Feb . .36 . 33 . 35 .31 
Mar. .36 . 33 .35 .31 
Apr . . 31 .28 .30 .26 
May . 3 1 . 28 . 30 . 26 
June .31 . 28 .30 • 26 
July . 39 . 38 .38 .37 
Aug. .29 .29 .29 .29 
Total 3 . 43 3 . 18 3.34 3 . 01 
Fall calves 
Apr. .38 .35 .3 7 .33 
May . 32 .29 .31 . 27 
June .31 . 28 .30 .26 
July .31 .28 . 30 . 26 
Aug. .60 .57 . 59 . SS 
Sept . .31 . 28 .30 .26 
Oct . .31 .28 .30 . 26 
Nov. .31 .28 .30 .26 
Dec . .39 . 38 . 38 .37 
Total 3.24 2.99 3 .15 2 . 82 
a 
Sources: Johnson and Nodland (24) and Harvesting, storing, 
processing feeds for beef cattle (14) . 
147b 
Heifer calves 
30% corn grain 60% corn grain 60% corn grain Corn grain 
70% corn silage 20% corn silage 40% haylage and 
20io haylage baled hay 
(hr. /head) 
.37 .33 .35 .32 
.35 .31 .33 . 30 
. 35 .31 .33 .30 
.35 .31 .33 .30 
.35 .31 .33 . 30 
.30 .26 .28 . 25 
.30 .26 .28 .25 
.09 .08 .09 .08 
.25 . 25 . 25 . 25 
.25 .25 .25 . 25 
2 . 96 2.67 2 .82 2.60 
.37 . 33 .35 .32 
. 31 .27 . 29 .26 
.30 .26 .28 .25 
.30 .26 .28 .25 
.59 . 55 .57 . 54 
.30 .26 .28 .25 
.30 . 26 .28 .25 
. 31 .30 .31 .30 
2 . 78 2.49 2.64 2 . 42 
148 
TABLE D.7 . Cattle feeding variable costsa 
Salt and mineral 
Bedding ($20/ton) 
Veterinary and medical 
Marketing costs ($.70/cwt.) 


















a Sources: Howell and Stoneberg (18) and Wisconsin farm enterprise 
budgets: cattle feeding (43). 
b . 
The same costs were assumed for both spring and fall calves. 
TABLE D.8. Capital invested in livestock, cattle feedinga 
Cattle price level 
Low Medium High 
Steer calves: b Average investment per head fed $134.75 $178.86 $222 . 99 
x 8% x .69c = interest on investment 7.44 9.87 12.31 
Heifer calves: 
fedb Average investment per head $112 . 72 $153.93 $195.21 
x 8% x .61 c = interest on investment 5.50 7.51 9.53 
~he investment and interest costs were assumed to be the same for 
both spring and fall calves. 
bThe investment presented here is the average of the cost of pur-
chased ca lves and the opportunity cost of home-raised calves , increased 
by 1.5% to allow for death loss. 
c 
Steer calves are on feed .69 year and heifers are on feed .61 year. 
149 
TABLE D.9. Description of s~ine production activitiesa 
Farrowing months 
Month of sale and price peb 
cwt . of 220 lb. butchers 
Pigs weaned per litter 
% death loss after weaning 
Sales per s ow 
Total lbs . pork sold 
Feed required: 
Corn grain 
Purchased complete feeds 
Supplements 
Salt and mineral 
Total cost of purchased feeds 
Total feed fe d 
Feed efficiency (lbs. feed fed 









13. 66-220 lb. 
butchers 


















13. 78-220 lb . 
butchers 
1-400 lb. sow 
3432 
207.1 bu. 
615 lbs . 
2361 lbs. 





Butcher prices assumed are the average interior Iowa and southern 
Minnesota prices for the indicated months from 1965 to 1972, U.S. 














































































































































































































































Far rowing Activity 
(costs per sow and two litters) 
Bedding $ 6 . 70 $ 4.20 
Veterinary and medical 27 . 00 21.00 
Variable power and machine cost 5 . 75 6 . 50 
Boar cos t 4 . 50 4 . 50 
Miscellaneous 3.00 3.00 
Total $46 .95 $39.20 
aSource: Howell and Stoneberg (18). 
TABLE D.12 . Capital invested in livestock, swine production 
Winte r-Sununer 
Farrowing Activity 
Sow (at market value) 
. 5 replacement gilt (220 lbs . ) 
1/30 boar x $300 
Total investment 
8% interest on investment 
$71. 60 
24 . 81 
10.00 
$106 .41 
$ 8 . 51 
Spr ing-Fall 
Farrowi ng Activi t y 
$72.20 
22 . 88 
10.00 
$105 . 08 
$ 8.41 
152 
APPENDIX E: FCRAGE SYSTEMS FOR THE BEEF 
COO HERD FROM KEY SOLUTIONS 
TABLE E.l. Forage system TON and crude protein (CP) balance sheet : 
forage farm, low cattle price level, no cattle feeding, own 
stack-forming wagon 
TON 
Crude pr otein 
Supplied by -






TDN Sdg/G(III) CP 
TON 














BFT/Hl,G(III) ~~N 85.86 
KBG/60N ,3SG([IIf~N 94 . 58 
KBG/CG(IV) TDN 77.00 
CP 
Harvested Feed: 
Stacked mixed TON 
hay CP 
Stacked grass TDN 
hay CP 






269 . 50 
89. 77 
188.41 
Shadow pr ice TON ¢/lb . CP ¢/lb. 
Jan. 






Feb . Mar. 
(000 lbs . ) 
60.33 69 . 36 
8 .43 9 .80 
15 .89 











83 • 90 105 . 92 









63 . 27 







8The grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class)". Explanation of abbreviations for species and management a lter-




TDN 28 . 09 













TON 73 . 49 
CP 16.17 
TON 17 .17 














8 . 29 
1.66 
36. 71 
11 . 36 
3 . 45 
. 70 
30.09 


























(000 lbs . ) 
123 .87 
18.01 






52 . 96 
11.63 
9.24 



























62 . 76 
8 .63 















11 . 40 
1.17 





TABLE E.2. Forage system TDN and crude protein (CP) balance sheet : 
forage farm, medium cattle price level, no cattle feeding, 
own stack-forming wagon and custom silage harvesting 
No . of 
cows Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr . May 
Requir ements: (000 lbs.) 
TON 276.3 83.44 75. 71 87 .03 105.27 132.90 CP 11.00 10.58 12 .30 15 .03 20.50 
Supplied bx-
Grazing: Acres 




Alf-Br /Hl ,G (II) 
TDN 
40.69 CP 
TDN 20.36 2.57 
28.28 
Br/240N,3SG(II) CP .79 8.78 
TON 
Br/240N,Hl,G(II)CP 8 .83 
Sdg/G(III) 
TDN 




Alf-Br / R2,G(III)CP 71.19 
BFT /H ,G(III) TDN 1.04 
CP 
KBG/60N,3SG(III)~~N 39.08 2.23 26.14 .51 5. 74 
KBG/CG(IV) TDN 77.00 
17.17 
CP 3. 77 
Harvested feed: Tons 
Stacked mixed TDN 372 .66 64.28 
12. 92 22.87 80.03 61.31 
hay CP 18 .56 3. 73 6.61 23.11 17. 71 
Stacked grass TDN 26.43 20.46 hay CP 4.28 
FS silage TDN 435.27 
62 .80 6.17 
CP 6.85 .67 
Stacked corn- TON 155.28 19.17 
57.99 
stalks CP 1.66 5 .02 
Excess avail- TDN 
able CP 9. 22 13.66 15 . 50 
Shadow price 
TON ~/lb. 1. 7 1. 7 1. 7 2.3 1. 9 
CP ~/ lb. 
8Tue grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class)". Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-
natives are presented in Table B.4. 
June 





















CP 6 .68 
TDN 17.17 






















































Sept . Oct. 
(000 lbs.) 
154.18 163.29 
22.60 23 .35 
6 .06 
1.20 




3.68 5 . 55 
1.14 1. 72 
8 . 49 
1. 71 
20 . 52 55 . 81 
6.30 17 .3 7 
13.45 36 . 59 
4.13 11.39 
. 49 .24 













5 . 26 
1.06 
















2 . 64 
10.00 
1.00 
4 . 34 
.43 
13.37 
3 . 86 
28 . 08 
3 . 06 
1. 7 
TABLE E.3 . Forage system TDN and crude protein (CP) balance sheet: 
forage farm, high cattle price level, no cattle feeding, awn 
stack-forming wagon and custom silage harvesting 
No. of 
cows Jan. Feb. Mar . Apr. May 
Requirements: (000 lbs. ) 
TDN 337.1 101.80 92 .37 106.19 128.44 162.15 CP 13 .42 12. 91 15.00 18.34 25.01 
Supplied by- Acres G . a razLng: 
SS/AG(I) 
TDN 6.79 CP 
FS/H ,G (II) 
TON 
26 .83 CP 




Br/240N,3SG(II) TDN 38 . 77 
4 .89 53.85 




Br/240N,H2,G(II)CP 2 .07 
FS/H,G(III) 
TON 4 .40 
CP 
SS/AG(III) 
TON 5.57 CP 




Alf-Br/H2,G(II) CP 108.44 
KBG/60N,3SG(III)~~N 50.28 2.87 33.64 . 65 7 . 39 
KBG/CG(IV) TDN 77 .00 
17.17 
CP 3. 77 
Harvested feeds: Tons 
Stacked mixed TDN 
446.19 
59 .85 72 .08 84.82 65.53 32.36 
hay CP 17 .28 20.82 24.49 18. 92 9 . 34 
Stacked grass TDN 71.24 
55.14 
hay CP 11.54 
B.rhe grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class)" . Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-
natives ar e presented in Table B.4 . 
June 
TON 161.81 





TON 21 . 43 
CP 4 . 29 
TON 
CP 










TDN 39 .11 





TDN 3 9 . 07 
CP 8 . 60 
TON 17.17 









2 . 68 
6 .16 
1.24 
45 . 11 














13 . 00 
3 .12 









14 . 89 
57 .04 




Sept . Oct . 
(000 lbs.) 
188.10 199.23 
27. 47 28 . 48 
10. 99 
2.64 






8.80 13 . 29 







17 . 27 46.96 
5 . 30 14.62 
20.50 55.74 
6.29 17 . 35 
28.16 14.08 
6 . 18 3 . 12 
9. 24 4 .3 9 




2 . 08 
. 50 
10 . 38 
1.13 
4 . 49 
.90 
34.35 
3 . 45 


















2 . 33 
19 . 04 
1. 90 




2 . 54 
.28 
16 . 99 
4 . 91 
TABLE E. 3. Continued 
Jan . Feb . Mar. Apr. May 
Tons 
Forage sorghum TDN 430 .60 41 . 94 2 . 03 25 .11 silage CP 4 .58 . 22 2 .74 
Stacked corn- TON 
79. 67 
18 . 24 21 . 35 
st a lks CP 1.58 1.85 
Excess avail- TDN 
able CP 8.44 9. 71 11.34 14.28 14 . 94 
Shadow price 
TON ~ /lb . 2 . 6 2 . 6 2 . 6 2.9 2.6 
CP ~ /lb. 
155d 
June July Aug. Sept . Oct. Nov . Dec . 
TON . 46 73 . 93 26 . 19 
CP . OS 8 . 07 2 .86 
TON 
CP 
TON 2 . 81 
CP 13 . 39 23 . 95 26 . 12 13 .19 30 . 19 
TDN 1.8 2.3 2 . 1 1. 9 .8 2 . 0 
CP 5 .8 1.3 
TABLE E. 4 . Forage system TON and crudt pr otein (CP) balance shee t: 
forage f arm, with full-time employee, medium cattle pr ice 
level , no cattle feeding, custom baling and custom silage 
harvesting 
No. of 
cows Jan. Feb . Mar. Apr. May 
Requirements: (000 lbs.) 
TON 340 . 2 102.74 93 . 21 107.16 129. 62 163.64 
CP 13.54 13 . 03 15.14 18.51 25.24 
Supplies br 
Grazing: Acres 
Cs/G( I ) TON 11.68 1. 94 
.39 
CP .15 . 02 
FS/Hl, G(I) TON 36.82 CP 
FS /H 1 , G (II) TON 48.98 CP 
Sdg/G(II) TON 26. 83 CP 
Alf-Br /Hl ,G (II ) TON 53.67 CP 
Cs /G (III) TON 45 .13 4.96 . 99 
CP .41 . 09 
Sdg/G(III) TON 45 .13 CP 
Alf-Br/RG(III) TON 73 .14 
40 . 96 
CP 12 . 73 
TDN 
Alf-Br/Hl,G(III )CP 107 .38 
KBG/60N,3SG(III)~~N 39 .21 2 . 23 26 . 23 . 51 5 . 76 
KBG/CG(IV) TON 77.00 
17 . 17 
CP 3. 77 
Harvested feeds: Tons 
Baled mixed TON 262.59 34.90 15 . 85 
105.78 22. 72 
hay CP 10 . 10 4.59 30 . 61 6 . 57 
Forage sorghum TON 1,301. 79 60. 94 
77 .37 104.66 79 .27 
silage CP 6.65 8 .44 11.42 8.65 
Excess Avail- TON 
ah le CP 3 . 77 15. 58 5. 67 
Shadow price 
TON ¢/lb. 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 1 2 . 0 
CP ~/lb. . 5 
aThe grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class)" . Explanation of abbrevi at ions for species and management alter-
nat ives are presented i n Table B.4 . 
156b 
June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov . Dec. 
(000 lbs.) 
TDN 163.30 180 . 65 191.19 189.83 201.06 96.96 98.32 
CP 26 . 20 28.00 28.64 27 .83 28 . 75 13 .34 13 .54 
TDN 3.10 
CP .25 
TDN 16.20 33 . 21 
CP 1. 77 3 . 65 
TON 18.96 38.84 
CP 2.06 4 . 26 
TON 28.82 8.29 10 . 38 6.90 5 . 98 
CP 5 . 77 1.66 2.09 1.37 1.21 
TON 46.32 38 . 96 13 . 79 37.41 
CP 14.33 12 .08 4.29 11.59 
TON 7.99 
CP .63 
TON 35.34 10.06 12 . 64 8.53 7 .49 
CP 7.09 2.03 2.53 1. 71 1.49 
TDN 52 . 22 40.96 34.30 13 .82 31. 74 
CP 16 . 24 12. 73 10 .61 4 . 24 9 .87 
TDN 67.54 56 .48 20.29 55 . 19 
CP 20 . 83 17.50 6.23 17 . 18 
TON 30.47 21 . 96 10.98 8 .98 
CP 6 . 70 4.82 2.43 1. 96 
TDN 17.17 7 .47 4.39 9 . 24 4 .39 
CP 3 . 77 1.69 1.00 2 . 00 1.00 
TDN 39 . 34 16 .43 
CP 11.39 4.76 
TON 34.03 llO. 72 45. 92 
CP 3. 71 12 . 08 5 . 01 
TON 1.25 
CP 13 . 37 25 .271 20 .88 5 . 83 21.41 6 . 54 
TON .9 1.4 2 .0 2.0 2 . 0 2.0 
CP 7 . 0 
TABLE E.5 . Forage system TON and crude protein (CP) balance sheet : 
forage farm, with f ull-t ime employee , high cattle price level, 
no cattle feeding, own baler and custom silage harvesting 
No. of 
cows J an. Feb . Mar. Apr . May 
Requir ements: (000 lbs.) 
TON 498.3 150 . 49 136 . 53 156.96 189 . 85 239 . 68 CP 19 .83 19.08 22.17 27 . 11 36 . 97 
supplied bx-
Grazing: Acres 
FS/H,G(I) TON 85.69 CP 
FS /H ,G (II) 
TDN 
58.14 CP 
Sdg/G(II) TON 21.24 CP 
Alf-Br / Hl,G (II) TDN 31.31 CP 
Br/240N,3SG (II) TON 50 . 31 6.34 69.88 CP 1. 96 21 . 68 
FS/H,G(III) TON 28.76 CP 





Alf -Br /Hl,G(III)CP 85.43 
BFT /CG( III ) TON 148 . 79 





17 . 17 
CP 3 . 77 
Harvested feed: Tons 
Baled mixed TDN 186.26 65 . 81 
23 .22 27.98 23. 77 
hay CP 19.04 6. 72 8.10 6 . 88 
Corn silage TDN 161.45 
76 . 69 
CP 9.20 
Forage sorghum TDN 2,528.54 84 . 68 113 . 32 128.98 
83 .06 136 . 41 
silage CP 9.24 12 .37 14.08 9. 06 14 .89 
Excess avail- TON 
able CP 8.45 9.17 
Shadow price 
TON ¢I lb. 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.8 2.5 
CP ¢/lb. 2 . 2 
8The grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class ) ". Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-
natives are presented in Table B.4. 
June 
TON 239 .18 















TON 16 . 72 
CP 3 . 35 
TON 
CP 
TON 120 . 82 
CP 43 . 60 
TON 17 . 17 

























16 . 57 
110.55 
39 . 73 
7.47 
1.69 
43 . 87 
2 . 3 
Aug. 










44 . 94 
13. 93 
84 . 22 
30.20 







Sept . Oct. Nov . Dec. 
(000 lbs .) 
278 . 05 294 . 50 142.02 144 . 01 
40.76 42 . 11 19.53 19.83 




5 .46 4. 74 
1.08 • 96 
8 . 05 21 . 82 
2.50 6.76 
16 . 95 44.57 24 . 70 
5.23 4 . 48 2.47 
8.08 16.59 
. 89 1.84 
9 .46 1.80 
2 .26 .43 
4 . 04 3.55 
.81 .70 
16.15 43 . 91 
4 . 95 13 . 6 7 
53.56 28 .12 
19 . 19 9.97 
9. 24 4 . 39 
2 . 00 1.00 
19.07 6.86 
5.52 1. 98 
181. 60 169 . 80 
19 . 82 18 . 53 
27 . 54 
9. 96 14. 94 
2.5 2 . 5 . 8 
5.9 8 . 6 
TABLE E.6. Forage system TDN and crude protein (CP) balance sheet: 
forage farm, low cattle price level, cattle feeding allowed, 






Sdg/G(II) TDN CP 
Alf-Br/Hl,G(II) ~~N 
Alf-Br/H3,G(II) ~~N 






Br /240N ,H2 ,G(IIIJCP 

































































































~he grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class)". Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-










TON 9. 89 









TDN 57 .75 
CP 12. 71 
TDN 17.17 

















6 . 46 
2 . 82 
.57 
21 . 54 
6.64 
9.87 





17 . 45 
1.4 
Aug. 
118 . 53 
17 . 76 
10.38 















(000 lbs . ) 




6.22 16 .87 
1. 94 5 .23 














9.24 4 . 39 




60 . 11 
8 . 27 









3 . 72 
11.58 
3.34 
2 . 76 
1. 7 
Dec . 
60 . 95 
8 . 39 





3 . 54 




TABLE E.7 . Forage system TON and crude protein (CP) balance sheet: 
forage farm, medium cattle price level, cattle feeding 






















Sdg/G (III) CP 
TON 












Stacked mixed TON 
hay CP 
Stacked grass TDN 
hay CP 












25 . 98 
77. 72 
5 . 58 
46 . 31 
61.31 




87 . 59 
Jan . 



















88 . 20 
12 . 59 
. 09 
.03 
4 . 21 
1.34 
3 . 05 
. 70 
77.83 
22 . 47 
May 
111. 35 
17 . 18 
1.04 
.32 
46 . 59 
14 . 45 
35 . 79 
7 . 86 
17 .17 
3. 77 
10 . 75 
3 .10 
8rhe grazing activities are designated by "Species/ management (land 
class)". Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-






TON 27 . 24 






CP .2 9 
TON 
CP 












TDN 17 . 17 

































40 . 88 
12 . 67 
2 . 94 
• 91 
34.70 





(000 lbs . ) 
129.18 136 ~82 
18 . 94 19. 56 
6 . 52 
1.29 
10.66 28.90 
3 .32 8 . 96 




4 . 22 
1.30 
4 . 91 
. 99 
14.69 39 . 95 
4 . 51 12 . 44 




29 . 06 14.04 
10.42 5.03 
29. 96 14 . 98 
6 . 58 3 . 32 
9.24 4 . 39 




65 . 98 
9. 07 








4 . 31 
. 86 
29 . 64 
















TABLE E.7. Continued 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 
Tons 
Stacked corn!"' TDN 124 . 42 44 . 99 6.12 3.01 stalks CP 3.89 .57 . 26 
Excess avail- TDN 
able CP 1.87 6.44 9.56 12 .21 12.32 
Shadow price 
TDN ¢/lb . 2.2 3 . 0 2 .2 2 . 2 2 . 3 
CP ¢/lb. 
159d 
June July Aug . Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
TDN 7. 71 
CP . 67 
TDN 37 . 67 
CP 17 . 78 17. 93 20.30 11. 98 20.67 3 . 35 
TDN 1.4 .7 1. 9 .4 1.6 2 . 2 
CP 
TABLE E.8. Forage system TDN and crude protein (CP) balance sheet: 
forage farm, high cattle price level, cattle feeding all~ved, 









TDN Sdg/G(II) CP 
















































35 . 50 
40 . 59 
77 . 00 
Tons 
386 . 03 
29. 78 




























12 . 44 
38 . 40 
11.09 











98 . 71 
28.50 
15 . 53 
2 . 8 
May 
134.44 
20 . 74 
60.50 
18. 77 




25 . 94 
7 .49 
3 . 68 
.40 
15.66 
2 . 6 
8Tue grazing activities are des ignated by "Species/management (land 
class)". Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-
natives are presented in Tabl e B.4. 
June 
TON 134 . 16 











TON 29 . 50 









TON 17 . 17 














148 . 41 
23 . 00 
6.46 
1.30 
38 . 86 
12 . 07 
8.40 
1. 70 
74 . 47 
22. 97 
12 . 78 
4.58 











10 . 55 
2 .11 
62 . 28 
19 .30 
16 . 98 
5 . 26 
20.09 
7 . 21 








(000 lbs . ) 
155 . 96 165 . 18 
22 .86 23 . 62 
5.37 
1.07 




4 . 15 6 . 26 
1.28 1. 94 
7. 12 
1.43 
22 . 38 60 . 86 
6 . 87 18 . 94 
6 . 10 16.59 
1.87 5 . 16 
16.82 8 . 13 
6 . 04 2 . 91 
22.73 11.37 
4 . 99 2 . 52 
9 . 24 4.39 
2 . 00 1.00 
63.33 
6 . 91 
10 . 59 25.31 
2 . 0 1. 6 
Nov. 
79. 66 
10 . 96 
8 .31 
. 90 
4 . 66 
.94 




6 . 25 
1.25 
9. 30 
2 . 03 
3 . 75 
1.08 
. 3 
7 . 2 
Dec . 
80 . 78 
11.12 










TABLE E. 9 . Forage system TON and crude protein (CP) balance sheet: 
forage farm, with full-t i me employee, medium catt l e price 
level, cattle feeding allowed, own baler and c ustom silage 
harvesting 
No . of 
cows Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 
Requirements: (000 lbs . ) 
TON 
339 . 9 102.65 93.13 107 . 07 129 . 50 163.49 CP 13 .53 13. 02 15 .13 18.49 25.22 
Supplied b~-
Grazing: Acres 





22 . 05 CP 
Alf-Br /Hl ,G(II) TON 34.54 CP 
Br/240N,3SG(II) TON 19 . 28 2.43 26.78 CP .75 8.31 
TDN 
Br/240N,Hl,G(II)CP 23.76 
Cs/G(III) TDN 11.35 1.25 
. 25 
CP .10 • 02 
FS/H,G(III) TDN 16. 77 CP 
SS/AG(III) 
TDN 











KBG/60N,3SG(III)~~N 76.45 4.36 51.15 .99 11.24 
KBG/CG(IV) 
TDN 
77 .oo 17 .17 CP 3. 77 
Harvested feeds: Tons 
Baled mixed TDN 208.94 71.47 
59.55 20.63 18 . 60 
hay CP 20.68 17.23 5.97 5.38 
Baled grass TON 75 .12 
34 . 01 
hay CP 7.08 
Forage sorghum TON 1,054 . 84 
29.94 33.59 52 . 19 104.13 66 . 89 
silage CP 3 . 27 3.67 5.70 11.36 7.30 
8The grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class)" . Explanation of abbreviations for species and management a lter-
natives are presented in Table B.4. 
June 
TON 163 .15 









































































(000 l bs. ) 
189. 66 200 .88 
27 .80 28 .72 
5.67 
1.12 













1.80 • 94 
42 .81 21.41 
9.40 4 .74 








































TABLE E.9 . Continued 
Jan. Feb. Mar . Apr. May 
Tons 
Excess avail- TON 
able CP 10.52 7.88 3 . 64 5 . 94 
Shadow price 
TDN ¢/lb. 2 . 2 2 . 2 2 . 2 2.2 2.2 
CP ¢/lb . .7 
June 
TON 
CP 12 . 54 
TDN . 9 
CP 
July 








2 . 2 
Oct. 








TABLE E.10. Forage system TON and crude protein (CP) balance sheet: 
forage farm, with full-time employee, high cattle price, 











Alf-Br /Hl ,G(II) 











































































20.49 20 .98 
















17 . 17 
3 . 77 
~he grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class ) ". Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-
natives are presented in Table B.4. 
June 
TDN 211.10 








CP 4 . 24 
TON 
CP 
TDN 58 . 32 












CP 17 . 37 
TON 42.57 
CP 9 . 3 7 







233 . 53 
36 . 20 
68 . 59 
16 . 46 
6 . 09 
1.22 
36.30 
11 . 23 
42 . 16 
13 . 09 
6 . 79 
1.37 
22 . 08 
6 . 81 
44.05 
15 . 83 
7 . 47 
1.69 
Aug . 
247 . 17 
37.03 






8 . 53 
1. 71 





12 . 04 
4 . 39 
1.00 
162b 
Sept. Oct. Nov . Dec. 
(000 lbs.) 
245 .41 259 . 92 125 . 34 127 . 10 
35 . 98 37 . 16 17 . 24 17 . 50 
10 . 96 22.47 
1.20 2.47 
67.42 12 . 79 
16 . 21 3.08 
13 . 58 27 . 83 
1.47 3.05 
5 . 06 4 . 39 
1.00 . 89 
10 .81 29 . 32 
3.36 9 . 08 
15. 93 41.87 23 . 20 
4. 92 4 . 21 2 . 32 
7. 03 10.60 14 . 94 8 . 28 
2 . 17 3 . 29 1.50 . 83 
10.41 21. 38 
1.15 2.37 
5 . 76 5 . 06 
1.16 1.01 
6. 64 18.05 
2 . 04 5.62 
16 .39 44.57 
5 .03 13 . 88 
21 . 34 11.21 
7 . 65 3. 97 
30 . 68 15.34 12.55 
6 . 74 3.40 2 . 74 
9.24 4 . 39 
2.00 1.00 
23 . 94 
6 . 93 
29.63 
6 . 17 
TABLE E.10. Continued 
Jan. Feb . Mar . Apr. May 
Tons --
Corn silage TDN 434.38 61. 72 144 . 61 CP 7 . 41 17 . 35 
Forage sorghum TON 104.15 100 . 02 55 .84 85.62 
silage CP 11 . 37 10.92 6 . 09 9.34 
Excess avail- TON 
able CP .55 11.21 
Shadow price 
TDN ~/lb. 2 . 5 2.5 2.6 2 . 8 2.5 
CP ~ /lb . . 4 1.4 7.1 
162d 
June July Aug . Sept . Oct. Nov. Dec. 
TDN 
CP 
TDN 18.65 46.23 99.69 
CP 2 . 04 5.05 10.11 
TON 1.21 
CP 23.77 31.50 29. 75 20.44 20.27 .47 
TON 1.4 2. 0 2 . 6 2.5 2.5 2.5 
CP 5.9 
TABLE E.11 . Forage system TON and crude protein (CP) balance sheet: 
grain farm, low cattle price level, no cattle feeding, own 
baler 
No. of 
cows Jan. Feb . Mar . Apr. May 
Requirements: (000 lbs.) 
TON 
32 . 4 9 .78 8.88 10. 21 12 . 34 15 .58 CP 1. 29 1.24 1.44 1. 78 2 . 40 
Supplied b~-




8 . 63 1. 72 
CP . 68 . 10 
Cs/G(II) TDN 9.75 
1.38 . 27 
CP .11 . 02 
Sdg/G(II ) TDN 6 . 50 CP 
Alf.:Br/Hl ,G(II) TDN 11.15 CP 
Alf-Br/H2,G(II) TON .89 CP 
Alf-Br /H3 ,G (II) TON • 96 CP 
Cs/G(III) TDN 1. 56 .17 
• 03 
CP . 01 
Sdg/G(III) TDN . 54 CP 
TON 
Alf-Br/Hl,G(III)CP 2 . 17 
BIT/H,G(III) TON 9.17 CP 
KBG/60N ,3SG(III)~~N 16.53 . 94 11 . 06 . 21 2 . 43 
KBG/CG(IV) TDN 8 . 00 
1. 78 
CP . 39 
Harvested feeds: Tons 
Ba led mixed TDN 41 . 10 1. 70 8 .87 8 . 18 11.39 2 . 73 
hay CP .49 2.57 2.37 3 .30 .79 
Excess avail - TDN 2 . 10 
able CP 1.33 1.05 1. 75 1.21 
Shadow price 
TDN ~/lb. 1. 9 1. 9 1. 9 2. 2 
CP ~/lb. 6. 6 
8..rhe grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class)" . Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-
natives are present ed in Table B, 4. 
June 
TDN 15 .55 





















TDN 12 .84 
CP 2.83 












































































































6 . 88 
.6 
TABLE E.12. Forage system TON and crude protein (CP) balance sheet: 
grain farm, medium cattle price level, no cattle feeding, 





















Br /240N ,3SG (II) CP 
TDN 
Br/240N,Hl,G(II)CP 






































































































8Tbe grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class)". Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-
natives are presented in Table B.4. 
June 
TDN 49 . 87 
CP 8 . 00 
TDN 
CP 




TDN 5 . 99 














CP 4 . 40 



























5 . 36 
2.0 
Aug. 
58 . 39 























































2 . 17 
. 68 





7 . 17 
8. 70 
2 . 7 
Nov. 






























9 . 2 
TABLE E.13. Forage system TON and crude protein (CP) balance sheet: 
grain farm, high cattle price level, no cattle feeding , 
custom baling and custom silage harvesting 
No. of 
cows Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 
Requirements: (000 lbs.) 
TON 227.6 68.74 62.36 71.69 86. 72 109 . 48 CP 9.06 8. 72 10.13 12.38 16 . 89 
Fall calving TON 21.8 10.14 8.81 9.09 6.13 7.00 CP 1. 57 1.36 1.43 .86 • 93 
Total TON 249.4 78.88 71. 17 80.78 92.85 
116. 48 
r equirements CP 10.63 10.08 11.56 13.24 17.82 
Supplied by-
a Acres Grazing 
FS/H,G(I) TON 77 .99 CP 
SS/AG(I) TON 41.90 CP 
Sdg/G(I) TON 12.61 CP 
Alf-Br/RG(I) TON 6.75 
5. 90 
CP 1.83 
Alf-Br /H2 ,G (I) TON 18.46 CP 
Sdg/G(II) TON 3.90 CP 
Br /240N ,3SG (II) 
TON 
35 .10 
4.42 48. 75 
CP 1.37 15 . 13 
Sdg/G(III) TON 6.20 
CP 
Alf-Br /RG (III) 
TON 
24.80 
13 . 89 
CP 4. 32 
KBG/CG(IV) TDN 8.00 
1. 78 
CP . 39 
Harvested feeds: Tons 
Baled mixed TON 62.14 11. 21 12. 79 15. 19 
12.33 
hay CP 3.24 3.70 4.40 3.57 
Forage s orghum TDN 1,269.75 
67. 65 58.37 65.59 76. 07 46 . 13 
silage CP 7.38 6.37 7.16 8.30 5 . 03 
Excess avail- TON 
able CP 8.88 
Shadow pr i ces TON c/lb. 
1.6 1.6 1. 7 1. 7 3.2 
CP c /lb . 5 .7 5.7 6.5 7.1 
8rhe grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class)". Explanation of abbreviations for spec ies and management alter-
natives are presented in Table B.4. 
165b 
June July Aug . Sept . Oct . Nov. Dec. 
(000 lbs . ) 
TON 109 .25 120.86 127 . 91 127 . 00 134. 51 64.87 65 .78 
CP 17. 53 18 .73 19.16 18. 72 19.23 8 . 92 9.06 
TON 6.78 7. 00 7.28 8.52 10 . 38 10.14 9 .92 
CP .90 .99 1.04 1.24 1.62 1. 64 1. 57 
TDN 116. 03 127 . 86 135 .19 135 . 52 144.89 75 . 01 75.70 
CP 18 . 43 19 . 72 20.20 19.96 20 .85 10 . 56 10.63 
TON 34 . 31 70.35 
CP 3 . 74 7. 72 
TON 68.97 80 . 24 67 .79 12 . 86 
CP 16.55 19.23 16 . 30 3 . 10 
TDN 15 . 42 4.40 5.55 3 . 75 3.24 
CP 3 . 09 .88 1.10 .74 . 64 
TON 7.56 5 . 90 4.97 1. 96 4 . 55 
CP 2.34 1.87 1.55 .61 1.41 
TDN 15 .19 5 . 37 14.66 
CP 4. 71 1. 66 4 . 54 
TDN 4.19 1.21 1.51 1.00 .87 
CP .84 .24 .30 .20 . 18 
TON 43.31 31.31 11.83 31.10 17.23 
CP 13 . 44 9. 72 3.65 3 . 12 1. 72 
TON 4 . 85 1.38 1. 74 1.17 1.03 
CP . 97 .28 . 35 . 24 .20 
TON 17 . 71 13 . 89 11 . 63 4 . 69 10 .76 
CP 5.51 4.32 3.60 1.44 3.35 
TON 1. 78 . 78 .46 . 96 .46 
CP .39 . 18 .10 .21 . 10 
TON 4 . 10 
CP 1.19 
TON 21 .18 13.88 54 . 72 96.69 
CP 2 .31 1.51 5.97 10 . 55 
TDN 8.40 15. 98 
CP 10.46 14.32 12.25 6.23 3 . 93 .42 
TON 2.3 2.1 2 .2 2.2 2.3 
CP 11.1 
TABLE E.14 . Forage system TON and crude protein (CP) balance sheet : 
grain farm, high cattle price level, with ful l -time employee, 






FS /H ,G(I) 





































6 . 20 
TON 
Alf-Br/H2,G(III)CP 24 . 80 
KBG/CG(IV) TDN CP 8.00 
















CP 2 ,809 .36 
TON 
CP 
TON c/lb . 













176 . 40 222.70 
25.19 34 . 35 
3 . 45 
1.07 
9.47 





17 . 57 21 . 57 26.00 19.86 1.60 














18 . 37 
1.8 
7 . 3 
171. 76 
18 . 75 
1.8 
6.4 
8The grazing act ivities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class)" . Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-











CP 3 . 76 
TDN 
CP 





CP 10 . 50 




































2 . 5 
Aug . 
260 . 21 
38.98 
169.90 
40 . 72 
4.13 
. 83 
7 . 99 
2.48 
6.52 
2 . 02 
1.84 
.37 













Sept . Oct . Nov . Dec. 
(000 lbs . ) 
258 .35 273 . 63 131.96 133 .81 
37 .87 39 . 12 18.15 18.43 
75 . 93 155 . 65 
8 . 28 17.08 
143.55 27 . 24 
34.51 6 . 57 
2.79 2.41 
.55 . 48 
3 . 15 7 . 31 
. 98 2.27 
2 . 30 6 .29 
. 71 1. 95 
1.22 1.06 
.24 . 21 
1. 76 4.76 
.55 1.48 
9.24 24.29 13 .46 
2.85 2 . 44 1.34 
1.17 1. 03 
.24 .20 
4.69 12 . 75 
1.44 3. 97 
. 96 .46 
• 21 . 10 
3 . 51 
1. 01 
101. 94 224 . 13 
11.13 24.46 
35 .30 
11 . 66 .03 
2 . 5 1.8 . 1 
6 . 4 7 . 1 
TABLE E.15. F~rage system TDN and crude proteJn (CP) balance sheet: 
grain farm, low cattle pr i.ce level, cattle feeding allowed. 








FS /H ,G (II) 
Sdg/G(II) 



















BFT/SP(III ) TDN 
CP 


















22 . 08 
8 . 00 

































































16 . 55 
2. 55 






~he grazing activities are designated by "Species/management ( land 
class)". Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-
natives are presented in Table B.4. 
June 
TDN 16 . 51 





















TON 17 .16 
CP 3 . 78 
























































































































TABLE E .16. Forage system TDN and crude protein (CP) balance shee t : 
grain farm, medium cattle price level, cattle feeding 
allowed , custom baling and custom silage harvesting 
No. of 
cows Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr . May 
Requirements: (000 lbs.) 
TDN 78.3 23. 65 21.45 24.66 29.83 37.66 CP 3 .12 3.00 3.48 4.26 5 .81 
Supplied b~-
Grazing: Acres 
Cs/G(I) TDN 81.84 13 . 59 2.70 CP 1.06 .16 
FS/H,G(I) TON 6 .15 CP 
SS /AG(l) TDN 10. 72 CP 
FS/H,G(II) TON 6.03 CP 
Sdg/G(II) TDN 5.43 CP 




.68 7 . 53 
CP .21 2.34 
KBG/60N,3SG(II) TON 2.82 
.22 2.58 
CP .05 .57 
KBG/60N,3SG(III)~~N 31.00 1. 77 20. 74 .40 4.56 
KBG/CG(IV) TDN 8.00 
1. 78 
CP .39 
Harvested feeds: Tons 
Baled mixed TON 38.43 5.30 
20.46 5 .13 3 .51 




CP . 61 
Forage sorghum TDN 186.53 
4. 77 1.00 16.84 23.66 
silage CP .52 .11 1.84 2.58 
Excess avail- TDN 
able CP 3 .03 2.66 
Shadow price 
TON ~ /lb. 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.2 3. 2 
CP ~/lb. .7 
~he grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class)" . Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-
natives are presented in Table B.4. 
June 
TON 37 . 58 













TON 6. 69 
CP 2. 08 
TDN 3 . 01 
CP . 66 
TON 24.09 
CP 5 . 30 



















16 . 66 
5 . 16 











2 . 10 
.42 
14.02 
4 . 34 
. 46 
.10 
6 . 92 
. 76 
3.95 




43 . 69 
6.40 
17 . 34 











3 . 91 
2 . 1 
Oct. 
46.28 
6 . 62 
1.40 
.28 










19 . 39 
2.12 
2 . 77 
2 . 1 
Nov . 
22 . 32 
3.07 























4 . 78 
.52 




TABLE E. 17 . Forage system TON and crude protein (CP) balance sheet: 
grain farm, high cattle price level, cattle feeding allowed, 












































187 . 50 
40 . 17 
25 . 70 
11 . 15 
22.29 




























155 . 78 
Jan . 
43 .37 
5 . 72 
20.41 
3.16 
63 . 78 
8.88 
10 . 67 
3.08 
53 . 13 




















lbs . ) 
45 . 23 
6.39 

























50 . 09 
5.47 





69 , 07 
10 . 66 
14 . 09 
1.88 
83 . 16 
12 . 54 
48.75 
15 . 13 
15 . 82 
3 . 48 
l. 78 
. 39 
16 . 82 
l.84 
8 . 30 
3 . 1 
<i.rhe grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class) 11 • Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-
nat ives are presented in Table B. 4 . 
169b 
June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec . 
(000 lbs.) 
TDN 68 . 93 76.25 80.70 80 . 13 84 . 87 40. 93 41.50 
CP 11.06 11.82 12 .09 11. 75 12 .13 5.63 5 . 72 
TDN 13 . 65 14.09 14.66 17. 16 20 . 90 20.41 19 . 97 
CP 1.82 1. 99 2 . 08 2 . 49 3.26 3 . 30 3 . 17 
TDN 82 . 58 90.34 95.36 97.29 105 . 77 61.34 61. 47 
CP 12 . 88 13 . 81 14 . 17 14 .24 15 .39 8. 93 8.89 
TDN 17 . 67 36.23 
CP 1. 93 3 . 98 
TON 42.30 49 . 22 41. 58 7.89 
CP 10.15 11.80 10 . 00 1. 90 
TDN 13 . 64 3 .89 4 . 91 3.31 2 . 87 
CP 2.73 . 78 . 98 .66 .57 
TDN 18 . 34 6.49 17.70 
CP 5. 02 2 . 01 5.48 
TON 4 . 19 1. 21 1.51 1.00 . 87 
CP . 84 . 24 .30 .20 . 18 
TDN 43 . 31 31. 31 11 . 83 31.10 17 .23 
CP 13 . 44 9 . 27 3 . 65 3 . 12 1. 72 
TON 1.15 .33 . 41 . 28 . 24 
CP .23 • 07 . 08 . 06 .05 
TON 3 . 09 1.11 3 .02 
CP • 96 .34 • 94 
TDN 18 . 38 13 .24 6.62 5.42 
CP 4.04 2 . 91 1.47 1.18 
TON 1. 78 . 78 .46 . 96 .46 
CP .39 . 18 .10 .21 .10 
TDN 11. 03 
CP 3 .19 
TDN . 15 10. 54 17 . 44 33 . 92 61.57 
CP • 02 1. 15 1. 90 3.70 6 . 72 
TON 
CP 
TON 4 . 72 3 . 02 
CP 8 . 81 8 . 03 6 . 97 4 . 93 3 . 89 
TDN 2.3 2.1 2 . 2 2. 1 2 . 3 
CP 3 . 6 12 . 9 
TABLE E.18 . Forage system TDN and crude protein (CP) balance sheet: 
grain farm, medium cattle price l evel, with full - time 

































12 . 10 
16.94 




2 . 82 
25.36 
8 . 00 

























19 . 84 
2 . 17 




20 . 58 
2.88 














2 . 0 
1.4 
Apr. 











36 . 12 
5 . 57 
. 34 
. 12 
8 . 00 








2 . 1 
aThe grazing activities are designat ed by "Species/management (land 
class)" . Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-
natives are presented in Table B.4. 
June 






TDN 6 . 29 
CP 1.26 
TDN .43 
CP . 13 
TON 
CP 
TDN 7 .11 



































2 . 1 
Aug. 
42 . 21 
6.32 



















































































TABLE E. 19. Forage system TON and crude protein (CP) balance sheet: 
grain farm, high cattle price level, with full-time employee, 






















































































































11 . 44 
May 














106 . 84 
11. 66 
TON c/lb. 2.0 2.0 2 . 0 2.1 2.7 
Shadow price CP c/lb . 6.2 6 . 2 6 . 2 6.9 1.5 
3The grazing activities are designated by "Species/management (land 
class)". Explanation of abbreviations for species and management alter-
natives are presented in Table B.4. 
17lb 
June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec . 
(000 lbs.) 
TDN 13 6 . 2 7 150.75 159.55 158.42 167.78 80 . 91 82 . 05 
CP 21.86 23.3 6 23. 90 23 . 22 23.99 11.13 11.30 
TDN 1.82 1.88 1. 95 2.29 2 . 78 2 . 72 2.66 
CP .24 . 27 .28 .33 .43 .44 .42 
TDN 138 . 09 152.63 161.50 160. 71 170.56 83.63 84.71 
CP 22.10 23 . 63 24.18 23.55 24.42 11.57 11. 72 
TDN 47.30 96 .97 
CP 5 . 16 10.64 
TDN 90.74 105 .57 89.20 16.92 
CP 21. 78 25.30 21.45 4.08 
TDN .17 .35 
CP . 02 . 04 
TDN 5.76 1. 66 2.07 1.38 1.20 
CP 1.15 . 33 . 42 .27 .24 
TON 8. 72 3 .09 8 . 37 
CP 2.70 . 96 2 .59 
TDN 26.16 18.91 7.14 18 .78 10.41 
CP 8 .12 5 . 87 2.20 1.89 1.04 
TDN 4.30 1.22 1.54 1.04 • 91 
CP .86 .25 . 31 • 21 .18 
TDN 11.55 4.15 11.29 
CP 3 . 58 1.27 3.51 
TDN 2. 60 2.38 1.81 1.15 .60 
CP .94 .85 .65 .41 .21 
TDN 1. 78 . 78 .46 .96 .46 





TDN 97 .48 36. 93 29. 77 62 . 14 140.28 
CP 10 . 64 4 . 03 3 . 25 6.78 15 .31 
TDN 1.65 23.02 
CP 8,55 2k,68 6,53 
TON 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.6 
CP 2.8 .7 5.9 6 . 2 
